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Farm Families Are Fever, Smaller
URBANA--A University of Illinois rural sociologist said
today that the most important change in farm families in recent years
had been the decrease in number and size.
In fact, C. L. Folse says, during the past 25 years tractors
have replaced children as the major source of productive manpower on
many farms. This is especially true in commercial farming areas.
According to the Census definition, there were about
2,330,000 families in Illinois in 1950. But only 9 percent of them
were living on farms. And the number of families in rural areas de-
creased 12 percent from 19^0 to 1950. Part of this drop is due to
changes in the Census definition of farm residents and part to the
need for fewer workers. At any rate the number of farm families in
Illinois is now at an all-time low.
Farm families are getting smaller too. They averaged 4.2
persons each in 19^0 but had dropped to 3.9 persons by 1950. Folse
says the farm family is fast approaching the urban family in size.
Several factors account for this: young boys and girls continue to
leave the farms, farm birth rates have gone up only 25 percent in the
past decade compared to a 60 percent rise in cities, and farm families
are older in age.
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Hog Farms Paid Well Last Year
URBANA- -Livestock on hog farms showed a nice return over
feed cost in 1950, even though they required considerable feed.
That's the general picture on the 220-acre hog farms in the
Farm Bureau Farm Management Service, reports A. G. Mueller, farm man-
agement specialist in the Illinois College of Agriculture,
Detailed records show that the livestock paid for all their
feed at market prices last year and provided the farm operator with
$6,587 besides. This was his return above feed C03t--his pay for
his labor, equipment and management.
Mueller says average numbers of livestock on hog farms in-
cluded kk litters of pigs, 12 beef cows and their calves, 4 dairy
cows and 93 hens.
To feed these animals for one year, it took 5,000 bushels
of corn, 1,600 bushels of oats, 40 tons of hay, 50 acres of pasture
and 19i tons of purchased supplements, with a total value of $11,500
LJN:lw -30-
Keep Fire Prevention Resolutions This Year
URBANA--Pire Prevention Week, October 7-13, is like New
Year's Day. Both are a time for sincere resolutions which we may not
remember too long. But this year let's follow through on our good
intentions with fire prevention and practice it 365 days a year.
So urges F. W. Andrew, farm electrical specialist in the
Illinois College of Agriculture. He says that most farm fires are
due to negligence or carelessness and could have been prevented.
A careful checkup of lightning rods, the home heating system
land all electrical wiring should make your buildings well-nigh 100
•percent safe from fires.
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Survey Shovs 13 Percent of Corn Leaves Damaged by Blight
URBANA--A University of Illinois survey shows that an
average of 13 percent of the total leaf surface on corn plants has
been damaged to some extent by northern leaf blight.
J. C. Hackleman, College of Agriculture agronomist, made
the survey among hybrid seed corn growers. Replies were received
from 25 counties.
Hackleman estimates that the damage will mean an average
state-wide loss of only 2 to 5 bushels an acre. This contrasts sharp-
ly with predictions of a 50 percent cut in production when the fungus
disease first appeared in mid-August. Naturally in the hardest hit
fields losses will exceed 2 to 5 bushels.
Logan county suffered most from the disease, 25 percent of
the area of the corn leaves showing light, medium or heavy damage.
Next came McLean county with 23 1/2 percent, Morgan 23 percent, Han-
cock l8 percent, Adams 17 percent and Douglas 15 percent. In the
other 19 counties damage was less than 15 percent. Grundy county and
others to the north showed the lightest damage.
Fields that suffered most were located on highly fertile
soil and received plenty of moisture during the season.
i
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Lay Cornerstone of Animal Sciences Laboratory
URBANA--The cornerstone for the $2,480,000 Animal Sciences
laboratory at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture was
laid today with simple ceremonies attended by about 50 persons.
A copper box containing 43 documents and 38 pictures had
previously been put into a square hole cut in the cornerstone. A
heavy crane lifted the 3,00C-pound block of Bedford limestone with
enclosed copper box into place in the wall near the front door.
The 4-story, T-shaped building, scheduled for occupancy
in September 1952, will house about 35 staff workers in animal nu-
trition, dairy science and food technology. It contains about 75,000
square feet of classroom, laboratory, office and other work space.
The building will be formally dedicated later,
H, P. Rusk, dean of the College of Agriculture, says the
new building with its specialized equipment will provide the modern
facilities needed for studying the most complex problems of producing,
processing and using animal products,
1 Occupying most of the space in the building are at least
12 large and 26 smaller laboratories, two large animal and three small
' animal rooms and eight special-purpose rooms for refrigeration, dairy
storage, sterilization of equipment and nitrogen determinations, and
also a respiration chamber to measure the body activity of large an-
imals.
The copper box in the cornerstone holds pictures of the four
deans who have headed the agricultural college in its 83 years, pres-
ent administrators, class and campus views, and Illini Nellie, famous
Brown Swiss formerly in the college herd. The documents include cir-
culars, magazine articles and speeches, all designed to portray agri-
cultural progress in Illinois as aided by the agricultural colleges.
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Keep Feed Costs Low This Season on Cattle
• URBANA--It'3 especially Important this season to keep feed
costs low In fattening cattle.
L. H. Slmerl, University of Illinois agricultural economist,
emphasizes the need to keep costs low, "because Increasing supplies
of beef and the OPS together seem likely to prevent much Increase In
(fat cattle) prices."
Farmers are producing beef much faster than they are sell-
ing It. Beef cattle numbers may reach a new record high of 90 million
head by next January 1. This rapid build-up will probably continue
for another one to three years.
With this large supply of beef on the hoof, sooner or later
farmers will Increase marketings to equal and eventually exceed the
rate of production. When that time comes, beef cattle values will
decline substantially.
I
Slmerl points out that cost of gains can be kept low by
(feeding for large gains in weight rather than for quick fattening.
litany farmers keep cost of gains low by wintering their cattle on low-
303t silage and hay, pasturing on good pastures during spring and sum-
iiner and finishing with a short grain feed during late summer or fall.
1!
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Tvo Wage -Bonus Plans Given
URBANA--TWO plans for wage-plus -bonus agreements between a
farmer and his hired man were suggested today by a University of Illi-
nois farm tenancy specialist.
J. B. Cunningham says more and more farmers are working out
wage -bonus agreements in order to pay higher wages and give the hired
man an incentive for doing his best work. But often the farmer may
not know what kind of bonus to pay.
One question came from an east-central Illinois grain farmer
who farms 1,000 acres and raises about 35,000 bushels of grain a year.
He pays top wages to his three hired men.
After talking with Cunningham, the man now expects to add
incentive bonus payments of 2 cents a bushel to his head man and 1^
cents to each of the other two men. This rate will be the same for
corn, soybeans, wheat and oats and will be paid at harvest time for
each crop.
A big livestock farmer in west-central Illinois plans to
pay his hired men the going wage in 1952, plus a bonus of 50 cents for
each 100 pounds of pork and beef produced and 3 cents for each bushel
of grain harvested.
I
The bonus for grain will be the same for all crops and will
Fbe paid at harvest time. The bonus on livestock will be paid at the
end of the year.
I In each of these cases the hired men are furnished modern
homes for their families.
I A free mimeograph on wage -bonus plans is available from the
College of Agriculture, Urbana
.
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Labor-SavIng Equipment Display Is Cattle Feeders' Day Feature
UREANA--A new feature will be the main attraction this year
at the 23rd annual Cattle Feeders' Day to be held Friday, November 2,
at the University of Illinois.
R. R. Snapp, head of beef cattle work, says University ag-
ricultural engineers will exhibit some of the latest developments in
labor-saving cattle-feeding equipment and modern beef cattle housing.
Frank Andrew and Keith Hinchcliff , in charge of the exhibit,
say that visitors can see an automatic ear corn grinding setup in
actual operation. Ear corn is removed from the crib, ground with a
5 horsepower motor and delivered to the feed bunk, wagon or storage
bin.
Another display will show an automatic feed distributor that
drags feed the entire length of the bunk. Various types of cattle
waterers and tank heaters, as well as different types of water systems
using plastic pipe and fittings, will also be shown.
Among speakers on the afternoon's program will be A. J.
Dyer, head of the beef department at the University of Missouri. He
will speak on low-cost rations using lots of roughage and pasture.
Also scheduled to speak is R. W. Grieser, Chicago commission company
representative, who will give the beef cattle outlook for the coming
year.
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Ample Pork Supplies This Fall, but No Glut...
URBANA-- -There will be plenty of pork this fall and winter.
But there will be no market glut. Monthly pork marketings will run
just a little ahead of last year.
These are the opinions of leaders in the livestock and meat
industry who met recently with University of Illinois College of Ag-
riculture men to study the fall pork situation.
August marketings this year ran 17 percent above the same
month last year, reflecting early spring farrowings. September mar-
ketings were 12 percent above September 1950. The proportion of mar-
ketings this year over last will continue to decrease sharply through
December, when marketings are expected to be only one percent above
December 1950.
In making their "guesstimate," the men considered total hog
numbers, probable effects of ceiling prices, available feed supplies,
probable consumer demand, weather conditions and other factors. Plenty
of pork, but no oversupply, was indicated.
^
Factors strengthening the position of pork this fall are
tiigher prices for beef--especially hamburger, military expansion,
ligher consumer income and increasing population.
Meat advertisers will promote pork steadily throughout the
season but will not launch an all-out campaign. Present plans call
i'or playing up nutritional qualities, seasonal supplies and greater
lollar value of pork.
1 All of the men stressed the importance of orderly marketing
.nd urged farmers to shoot at market weights of 200-240 pounds. Both
'Xtraheavy and lightweight hogs are likely to suffer some price dis-
riminatlon.
i
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Vaccination Helps to Control Swine Erysipelas
URBANA--If your farm is infected with swine erysipelas,
you can still raise pigs at a profit if you have them vaccinated
against the disease.
Dr. G. T. Woods, University of Illinois College of Veter-
inary Medicine, says that swine raisers sometimes go out of business
after erysipelas strikes. But that isn't necessary if you have each
new litter of pigs vaccinated.
1 Erysipelas is a disease that may spread either directly from
pig to pig or by way of the soil. The germ that causes it is one of
the few disease germs that can live and multiply in the soil. That's
why vaccination is required on many farms that are contaminated.
Most veterinarians and swine raisers in Illinois believe
' they get best results from vaccinating before the pigs are two weeks
old. This builds up some protection before the pigs have much chance
to contact the erysipelas germs in the soil. The immunity from vac-
cinating usually lasts about six months.
However, Dr. Woods cautions swine growers to remember that
the same erysipelas control program is not best for all herds. Dis-
cuss the problem with your local veterinarian in order to work out a
Icontrol program for your farm.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1951
New Sheep Field Day Set for November 6
URBANA--Sheep Production Day, the first event of its kind
for several years, will be held on Tuesday, November 6, at the Uni-
versity of Illinois.
In announcing the date today, U. S. Garrigus, head of sheep
work at the College of Agriculture, says some of the country's top
sheep experts are being invited to discuss sheep production and mar-
keting problems. They'll explain more profitable production methods,
give tips on wool growing and marketing and report latest research
findings.
Tours of the sheep farm will occupy the morning program,
I
starting at 10 a.m. The afternoon program, with guest speakers, is
scheduled to start at 12:45 p.m. in the auditorium.
LJNjlw -30-
New DHIA Member Gets Benefits Right From Start
URBANA--Joining the DHIA has given benefits right from the
start to a new member in the dairy herd improvement association in
Schuyler and Brown counties .
University of Illinois dairymen say the tester suggested
that this farmer feed his cows according to their milk production.
The man saved $40 in one month on feed cost for his l6-cow herd, and
he sold one cow because the records showed she was a poor producer.
|Naturally the farmer is pleased with these results so soon after join-
ting.
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About 200 Expected at Bankers' Conference
f
URBANA- -About 200 bankers from all over Illinois are ex-
pected at the annual Illinois Bankers' conference set for October
17-18 at the University of Illinois.
H. C. M. Case, head of agricultural economics work, says the
first day will be devoted to "New Ideas and Techniques in Farming,"
and the second day to "Aids in Bank Management."
Co-sponsors of the meeting are the College of Commerce,
College of Agriculture and Illinois Bankers' association. A 13-man
committee, including six bankers, planned the program.
Tours of the beef cattle, agronomy and dairy farms occupy
Wednesday morning, and the afternoon program will include six talks.
Among the topics are the outlook for meat production and price con-
trols, the agricultural business outlook and others.
Thursday's program on banking problems includes six talks
on bank operation under wage stabilization, the succession problem in
small banks, bank advertising and other topics.
Case says all bankers are invited to the conference. There
Is a $3 registration fee.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1951
Poor Sanitation Likely to Bring Swine Losses From Wecro
URBANA-- Improper sanitation may be one major reason for the
recent wave of losses of Illinois swine from necrotic enteritis.
Dr. G. T. Woods, University of Illinois veterinarian, says
faulty sanitation leaves an "open door" for necro in two ways:
(l) because so many germs are present, they may overwhelm the pigs'
resistance, and (2) poor sanitation favors parasites, which lower
the pig's resistance.
Poor rations and sudden changes in feeding also may lead to
a necro outbreak. Other factors include the presence of hog cholera
virus, dampness, indigestion and shipping for long distances without
proper rest and care.
Several of the sulfa drugs are helpful in controlling necro,
I once it strikes. But, for best results, consult your veterinarian.
Yuu can largely avoid trouble from necro if you follow a
sound farm sanitation program, provide proper feed and avoid buying
feeder pigs with an unknown or questionable history.
LJN:lw -30-
Test-Tube Calves Give 53 Pounds More Butterfat
URBANA--Here '3 more proof of the value of artificial breed-
jing for dairymen. It comes from Paul Sarver, dairy herd Improvement
'association tester in Madison county .
Sarver says one of his members has a group of daughters
which were sired artificially by bulls in the Southern Illinois
Breeding association. They are averaging 53 more pounds of butterfat
in 305-day records than heifers of the same age from his former herd
sire.
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Average Farm Fire Costs $3,500
URBANA--A University of Illinois safety specialist reported
today, at the start of National Fire Prevention Week, that the average
farm fire in Illinois for the 19^9-50 fiscal year cost $3,500.
Dean Winter says the State Fire Marshal ' s report for the
year ending June 30, 1950, showed 1,261 farm fires with losses valued
at $4,422,333.
Since June 1950, Winter and G. F. Sauer of the College of
Agriculture have been studying causes of farm fires and wind damage
and ways to reduce the losses.
At this season one major safety measure is a thorough check-
up of your home heating system before the first chilly day when you
fire up. Winter finds that defective chimneys and heating systems
are the main cause of fires in farm homes.
j
To reduce fires from this cause. Winter says all chimney
[joints should be tight, and a spark arrestor should be installed when
[there are combustible roofs near by. See that stove or furnace pipes
Jare in good condition and a safe distance from walls, ceilings, cur-
!|bains or papers.
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Illinois Farm News - 2
Farm Fires - add 1
FOR RELEASE MONDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1951
Here are some other safety measures: Repair cracks or other
defects, and replace rusted and burned-out stove and furnace pipes.
Use a metal or asbestos floor covering under wood- or coal-burning
stoves. Use double metal ventilated thimbles where stove pipes pass
through walls
,
It's always safest never to use oil or kerosene to start or
hasten a fire. And when you add coal to a fire, place it only at one
side of the firebox to keep it from putting the fire out.
Another important point: Make sure that dampers in stoves
or furnaces are never closed so tightly that they force carbon monoxide
or other gases out into the room. This colorless, odorless, deadly
poisonous gas gives no warning when it strikes.
LJN:lw -30-
Half of Illinois Farm Homes Are Dilapidated
URBANA--More than half- -52 percent- -of the farm homes in
Illinois are considered dilapidated or do not have running water, com-
pared with only 12 percent of such homes in cities.
C. L. Folse, University of Illinois rural sociologist, made
this statement today, based on preliminary census figures.
To put it another way, 3^ percent of the farm dwellings-
-
.1^7,000 of them- -had private baths and running water and were not con-
sidered dilapidated. The urban percentage in this group was 73 per-
[Jent
.
Folse says farm children should not be made to suffer the
landicap of poor housing, since they have most of the other condi-
tions for a full, normal family life.
.JN:lw
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Face up to Pacts on Price Controls
URBANA--Both consumers and farmers should face up to the
facts on price controls: If they want government to set prices for
them, they will have to allow government to tell them how much they
can buy or sell.
So declares L. H. Simerl, University of Illinois agricul-
tural economist.
Congress is considering the return of slaughter quotas on
;beef cattle. To understand this controversial issue, we must recog-
nize two facts: first, every tight price control must be accompanied
by rationing; second, slaughter quotas are devices to ration the supply
of meat among slaughter houses.
Simerl says that tight bids on prices always require some
form of rationing, whether the controls are simple or complex.
During World War II, prices of meat were held at bargain
levels, and rationing was necessary.
Prices of tractors also were controlled, and the supply was
rationed. At public sales, farmers did not bid against each other for
*i tractor; they put their names in a hat and the lucky man got the
:ractor.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1951
Price Controls - add 1
Cities had rent control and all rentable houses had to be
rationed. A renter could stay as long as he liked. Those who had no
decent place to live had to buy, build or do without.
Simerl points out that even when we turn price ceilings up-
side down- -and call them price supports- -we still have rationing.
Me have price support for tobacco and have to ration the
privilege of growing and selling it. The same thing has happended
with potatoes, wheat and corn. When prices are kept high by our
government, we ration the privilege of raising and selling these
crops by such devices as acreage allotments and marketing quotas.
Simerl emphasizes that we all need to face up to these
facts. If we want government-controlled prices, we must let the gov-
ernment tell us how much we can buy and sell.
LJN:lw -30-
Safety Tips to Prevent Farm Home Fires
URBANA--The heating plant in your farm home should stand
on a concrete foundation, and the ceiling above the furnace should be
covered with plaster, gypsum or asbestos material.
These safety recommendations came today from University of
Illinois farm buildings specialist during Fire Prevention Week.
The specialists also suggest that a good, solid door should
separate the basement from the rest of the house, and It should be
closed at night. The chimney should rest solidly on the ground and
should not lend support to, or be supported by, the house. The chim-
ney should be 4 inches thick and lined with fire-clay tile or fire-
brick. There should also be separate flues for each heating device.
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Pew Cows Recover Prom Brucellosis
URBANA—Don't put off marketing that cow with brucellosis
in the hope that she'll recover. It's too risky.
Dr. H. S. Bryan, University of Illinois College of Veter-
inary Medicine, says the penalty for keeping infected cows usually
includes breeding failures, birth of dead or weak calves, decreased
milk production and a chance that someone may get undulant fever
(from drinking raw milk or from coming into contact with the infected
cow,
^ There will soon be another penalty for keeping an infected
cow. Starting in January 1955, having a brucellosis-infected cow in
your dairy herd will keep you from meeting grade A milk requirements.
Dr. Bryan says few cows ever recover from brucellosis. Once
in a while a cow seems to shake off the disease, but so few of them
do it that it isn't worth while to take a chance in your herd.
-30-
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1951
Good Farm Lanes, Telephones Will Cut Farm Fire Losses
URBANA--TWO of the most helpful steps in cutting down farm
fire losses are for all farmers to have good lanes and telephones.
N. G. P. Krausz, University of Illinois agricultural lawyer,
made these suggestions today during National Fire Protection week.
They were based on a study of 6^ fire protection districts in 48
counties.
On the average, three-fourths of the roads in all districts
were improved--gravel, oil or pavement. But there was considerable
variation among districts. In general farm lanes and lanes to farm
ponds seemed to be in the poorest shape.
And whether it happens on a country road or a farm lane, a
stuck truck is no good.
As for telephones, 17 districts out of 64 estimated that
only 60 percent or less of their farm homes had telephones. When
farmers without telephones were asked how they reported a fire, their
only answer was that neighbors were often fairly close and they could
call from there. This seems to be playing a game of chance.
Krausz also learned that only 10 percent of the districts
carried on a regular inspection program. Yet such a check-up, plus
fire safety education, is the best way to reduce the number of fires.
Every building in a fire protection district should be inspected at
fleast annually, and preferably every 6 months. It would cost some-
thing to do this, but in the end it would actually save hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
According to the State Fire Marshal's report, the average
farm fire for the 1949-50 fiscal year cost $3,500. It's worth that
much, isn't it, to fix up your farm lanes for a heavy fire truck and
to try your best to get a telephone?
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11 Cases of Dutch Elm Disease 1931; 1 Last Year
URBANA--A second serious disease of elm trees has gained
much headway in Illinois during 1951* It is Dutch elm disease. Last
year the first and only case appeared in Charleston, Coles county .
This year 11 new cases have been located, five in Douglas county , four
in Champaign county
, and one each in Lawrence and Coles counties .
That's the report today from J. N. Spaeth, head of forestry
work in the Illinois College of Agriculture.
Phloem necrosis has already killed hundreds of American
elms throughout Illinois. Now Dutch elm disease has gained a foothold.
It has been found in Indiana for several years.
Dutch elm disease is spread by bark beetles which fly from
diseased trees to healthy ones. At this season, though, there is no
way to detect diseased trees, and it does no good to spray now.
So far Dutch elm disease is not serious in Illinois. But
1 foresters are anxious to learn of all cases in order to determine its
progress and take adequate control measures. Next spring watch for
sudden wilting and drying of the leaves, and especially for dead leaves
:6n one or more branches that do not seem to have been injured mechan-
ically.
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Dutch elm - add 1
But you cannot tell from these symptoms which disease your
elm tree may have. To find out, cut several sections 6 to 10 inches
long and from pencil size to 1 inch in diameter from an affected
branch which is not completely dead but is dying. Send these pieces
to the State Natural History Survey, Urbana. Scientists there will
determine the disease and recommend necessary action.
Dutch elm differs from phloem necrosis in that you can stop
the spread of the disease by cutting out single infected branches be-
fore the infection spreads throughout the tree. Spraying the trunk
branches and twigs with DDT before the trees leaf out in the spring
helps to kill insects before they can spread the disease.
LJN:lw -30-
Regular Inspection Best Way to Cut Farm Fires
URBANA—Thorou^ semiannual Inspection of all buildings was
recommended by three University of Illinois men today, during Fire
Protection week, as the best way to cut down farm fire losses.
In fact, Dean Winter and G. ? Sauer of the College of Ag-
riculture have prepared an inspection form and are now testing it on
100 McLean county farms to see whether it actually covers all farm
fire hazards. They expect to finish the checking job this fall.
N. G. P. Krausz, agricultural lawyer, found in a survey of
63 fire protection districts that only six of them inspected farm
buildings periodically. Regular inspections would cost something, but
would really save hundreds of thousands of dollars lost in farm fires
LJN:lw -30-
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1951
Pick Tomatoes at Mature Green Stage Before Frost
URBANA--If frost has not already nipped your garden tomatoes,
you might pick them as mature green fruits and thus stretch your tomato
season by about three weeks.
Besides getting more tomatoes, J. P. McCollum, vegetable
crops specialist in the Illinois College of Agriculture, says you
should get better quality tomatoes just before frost if you do not
let them ripen on the vine.
Mature green tomatoes will ripen over about a B-w-eek period
after picking. They should be ripened in diffused sunlight, as this
hastens coloring. Keep the temperature at 65-75 degrees with fairly
high humidity to keep the fruit from shriveling or drying out. If
tomatoes have already turned color before picking, light will not
help to ripen them.
The best time to pick them is right after coloring begins.
Then they'll develop a red color quickly off the plant without losing
too much of their sugars and vitamins. If you let them color fully
on the vine during cool fall days, they may become soft and mealy,
with a flat taste.
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Stop Farm Fires Three Ways After They're Started
URBANA--Three practical tips were given today by University
of Illinois men during Fire Protection week on how to stop a farm
fire fast after it's started.
One idea is to have old milk cans and other containers
placed near farm buildings to use before the fire truck arrives.
Another suggestion is for every farm to have enough fire
extinguishers placed conveniently in the home and buildings.
And, third, consider building a 2,000- to 3,0C0-gallon cis-
tern to store water for fire fighting.
These fire prevention recommendations come from a University
of Illinois study of 64 fire protection districts in 48 counties and
from a 3 -year study, now about half-finished, on causes and prevention
of farm fires.
In the study of fire protection districts, N. G. P. Krausz,
University agricultural lawyer, found that "total damage on farms was
more than four times as great as that in villages."
Two-thirds of the districts also reported that they used an
average of 400 gallons or less of water per fire. This fact would
lend some support to the idea of installing fire cisterns on all farms.
The 400-gallon figure also emphasizes the value of having a little
water on hand immediately in old milk cans or other containers to
fight fires. It's much easier to fight a fire when it's small.
As for home fire extinguishers, make sure yours carries the
Underwriters' Laboratory label, "U-L," meaning that it's approved and
will do the work claimed for it. Fire protection districts could make
up recommended lists of equipment with prices and maybe buy extin-
guishers in quantity at a discount.
LJNtlw -30-
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Take the Work Out of Hard-Milking Govs
URBANA--YOU don't have to spend extra time and work milking
a naturally hard-milking cow. Just have your veterinarian perform a
simple operation the next time he comes on a call.
Dr. R. D. Hatch, University of Illinois College of Veter-
inary Medicine, explains that the veterinarian operates on the muscles
in the ends of the cow's teats. It's a simple operation, and it gives
the milk more room to get out.
But don't try to do it yourself. Have your veterinarian
perform the operation. Dr. Hatch gives two reasons: first, it is
essential that the udder not become infected. And, second, there is
danger of cutting too deep and making leakers out of the teats.
Dr. Hatch adds that the use of teat tubes to make the cow
easier to milk is not recommended. If you use the tube time after
time without sterilizing it properly, germs may get on it, enter the
teat and cause mastitis.
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Agricultural Policy Is Bankers' Conference Topic
URBANA--"The Need for Sanity in Agricultural Policy" is the
title of a talk to be given by H. C. M. Case at the Illinois Bankers'
conference on October 17-lB at the University of Illinois.
Case is head of the agricultural economics department at
the University and has advised Congressional committees on agricul-
tural policy legislation. He will speak at the Wednesday noon lunch-
eon.
K. W. Haagensen, director of public relations for Allis-
Chalmers company, Milwaukee, will speak at the Wednesday evening
banquet. His subject is "What Kind of a Salesman Are You?" And
George W. Mitchell, vice president of the federal reserve bank of
Chicago, will explain "The 1951 Revenue Act" at luncheon Thursday,
: October 18.
About 200 bankers are expected for the annual conference,
which is sponsored by the College of Agriculture, College of Commerce,
and the Illinois Bankers' association. There is a $3 registration
[fee
.
LJN:lw -30-
(20 Illinois Square Dance Teams to Enter Festival
URBANA—Twenty Illinois square dance teams, 10 from rural
[areas and 10 from towns and cities, will present a 10-minute set dur-
jlng the International Square Dance festival on October 26-2?.
E. H. Regnier, University of Illinois rural recreation spe-
[cialist and chairman of the state square dance committee, says the
first 20 teams asking to perform will be chosen. These teams will
[show their skill Friday evening, October 26, at the International Live^
(stock Exposition Amphitheater.
Regnier emphasizes that the International Festival is not a
contest. Your ticket allows you to take part in anything on the pro-
^^^^* UNIVEKSITY OF lUlUUJ^
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ILLINOIS FARM HOUR
Fire Prevention Week -- October 14 to 20--time to look over fire haz-
ards and correct them.
Rural Youth District Talk Fests -- Rural Youthers express themselves
on subjects of current interest in a three-minute extempo-
raneous talk. Talk fests are held first in the counties.
County winners then go to district talk fests. The two high
talk-festers in each district attend the state talk fest
which is held during the I.A. A. convention in November.
District talk fests will be held in the Farm Bureau Build-
ings of these counties at 8:00 p.m.:
Kendall County -- Yorkville--Monday , October 15
Whiteside County -- Morrison- -Tuesday, October 16
McDonough County -- Macomb- -Wednesday, October 17
Macoupin County — Carlinville--Thursday, October l8
McLean County -- Bloomington- -Friday, October 19
University of Illinois -- Illinois Bankers' Conference --Wednesday
and Thursday, October 17 and l8. Conducted by the College
of Agriculture in cooperation with the Illinois Bankers'
Association.
Purpose of the conference is to show new ideas and tech-
niques in farming and to give aids in bank management. All
bankers are invited to the conference. There will be a
$3 registration fee.
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Boars Now Must Be Free of Brucellosis
URBANA- -Illinois swine breeders were reminded today of a new
requirement
.
H. W. Hannah, University of Illinois agricultural lawyer,
says all male pigs must now be free of brucellosis before you can
sell them or their services. A veterinarian must test the animal
and sign a certificate to that effect.
This provision is part of a new law passed by the 1951
Illinois Legislature. It says that no person shall sell or offer to
sell any herd boar or his services for breeding purposes unless the
animal has been tested by a licensed and accredited veterinarian and
found to be free of brucellosis germs according to procedure set out
in the law. The test must have been made within 3^ days before sale.
The law also requires that this certificate be shown to
anyone buying the servicesof the boar and given to any new owner of
j
•the animal. There is a fine of $50 to $100 for violating this law.
!
1 You can get a copy of the new law by writing to the Illinois
State Department of Agriculture, Springfield.
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Chicken Lice Are Small, but How They Eat Profits I
URBANA- -Chicken lice may be pretty small, but they can take
away a big part of your profits.
j
W. N. Bruce, insect specialist in the Illinois Natural His-
tory Survey, says it has been estimated that by controlling mites a
poultryman may earn an extra $36 for each $100 invested.
In general, either of two treatments will control all kinds
of lice on the birds. You can use the old pinch method with sodium
fluoride or sodium fluosilicate, or spray with lindane. Both methods
I
are highly effective.
i[j
With the pinch method, you treat a bird with a pinch of
the insecticide on top of the head and one on the neck and two pinches
on each side of the back, thighs and breast and under the tail and
wings. Both sodium fluoride and sodium fluosilicate should be han-
' died carefully, since they are quite poisonous.
fj With lindane, you don't have to handle each bird. Just|
spray the walls, roosts, bedding and nest boxes with a solution con-
I
taining 1/k of 1 percent lindane. Use about one gallon to 1,000
square feet. The lindane spray also will control the common roost
mite.
LJW:lw -30-
URBANA --Hamilton county ranks highest in the state in per-
cent of farm income from poultry, with 32 percent from that source,
according to the 19^5 census, the most recent figures available.
Following with 27 percent is Wayne county , and next come
Richland and Saline counties with 22 1/2 percent each. The following
counties each get 15 percent or more of their farm income from poul-
try : Clay, Effingham, Hardin. Jasper. Jefferson. Monroe. Perry. PoDe
and Williamson
.
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New Test for Vibriosis Ready for Farmers
URBANA--A new weapon is ready for Illinois farmers to use
in their battle to whip vibriosis, a disease of cattle that causes
abortions and breeding failures.
Dr. H. S. Bryan, University of Illinois veterinarian, says
a laboratory test for vibriosis is now available to veterinarians who
send blood samples to the diagnostic laboratory in the College of
(Veterinary Medicine. Although the test is still in the experimental
stage, earlier research has shown it to be quite accurate.
Vibriosis is considered one of the major causes of abortions
Ln cattle. Abortions due to this disease usually occur during the
"irst six months of pregnancy. The disease spreads much like brucel-
-osis.
You should suspect vibriosis if your cows abort during the
'irst six months of pregnancy, or if they do not settle properly after
ireeding. If the test is to be accurate, the blood sample must be
iaken within 14 days after the abortion or breeding failure.
Dr. Bryan says one blood sample may be sent in for both
'rucellosis and vibriosis, but the veterinarian must request that the
ibriosis test be made.
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Handle Dairy Govs Gently to Help Milk Let-Down
URBANA--If a cov does not let down all her milk, maybe the
milker is to blame. He may be causing some pain to the cow without
knowing it.
R. L. Hays, University of Illinois dairy scientist, says
that a cow cannot hold up her milk or give it down like you'd turn
a faucet on and off. Letting down milk is an involuntary process,
iregulated by hormones. Gentle treatment at milking time helps the
let-down process. And it's the milker who handles the cows at milk-
ing time.
' Hays notes that incomplete let-down can be caused by leav-
ing the milking machine on after all the milk is removed. The machine
nakes the walls of the empty teat rub together. This irritates the
ielicate lining and gives the cow an unpleasant feeling. So she
1 learns to associate pain with the milking machine, and adrenalin, or
!^he "fright hormone," is released to prevent complete let-down.
Leaving the milking machine on too long also may injure the
liidder and make the cow more susceptible to mastitis. Four minutes is
f ibout as long as you can leave the milking machine on without risking
I'-njury to the udder.
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Help Other Farmers Farm Better
URBANA--America's best kind of help in feeding the world is
to help farmers of other nations improve their farming methods so
they can come nearer to feeding themselves.
That's the belief of D. E. Lindstrom, rural sociologist in
the Illinois College of Agriculture. He says:
"In Japan we were not aware of it, but the fact that we
helped 9^ percent of the farmers to own their own land had much to
do with their willingness to resist communism." This shows the
harmony of democratic beliefs and agrarian reform, according to a
land reform specialist with the allied military government.
Lindstrom feels that freedom from want in the world is not
a hopeless situation. He quotes Dennis A. Fitzgerald, world food
authority, who says: "The productive powers of mankind are potentially
great enough that freedom from want is obtainable in the world today."
There is little danger of better farming methods in other
countries endangering the American farmer's world market. Lindstrom
notes that the Food and Agriculture Organization says it will be a
long time before people in other parts of the world will be anywhere
near as well fed as we are.
In the meantime ourown population is growing while our farm
copulation is actually decreasing. We are in a cold war and must pro-
iuce for defense here and abroad for a long time.
"Our greatest hope for world peace lies in world cooperation
md in helping people everywhere to help themselves to produce more
^ood, fiber and goods," declares Lindstrom. "I believe this is a real
lope and one shared, I'm sure, by farm people here and all over the
rorld,"
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Be Careful With Corn Pickers Before You're In.iured
URBANA--The best time to be careful with corn pickers is
before you are Injured.
That's the urgent appeal today from Wendell Bowers, farm
machinery specialist in the Illinois College of Agriculture.
More than 100 Illinois farmers last year found out that
["It can happen to me." They were seriously injured and some were
jven killed by their own corn pickers.
But your picker can be just as safe as you want to make it.
Pi safe picker is one that is mechanically sound, well adjusted and
Dperated right.
Here are four safety tips from Bowers. Follow them relig-
iously and you should finish picking your corn without injury.
1. NEVER try to unclog, adjust, oil or grease your picker
7hile it is running. ALWAYS shut off the power and take off the
jhaft before you do any work on it.
I
2. Never be in a hurry. Bowers says one of the biggest
langers with pickers comes when the operator gets in a hurry to fin-
|.sh. Which is better- -playing it slow and safe, or winding up in the
-more-
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Corn Picker Safety - add 1
hospital minus a hand or foot because you got careless while trying
to hurry?
3. Another big danger comes in running your corn picker
when you're tired. Many a hand or foot has been lost when a tired,
irritated operator tried to unclog the rolls carelessly along toward
dusk. Better quit early than get injured because you got tired and
careless. If you have the qualified men, change operators once in a
while. If you have a fear of pickers, let someone else take your
place.
4. It's wise to carry a fire extinguisher on the tractor.
During corn picking there's always some danger that the shucks may
catch fire from a hot manifold. A fire extinguisher would help to
save your tractor or picker.
:LJN:1w -30-
Soybean Prices May Already Have Reached Near Season's Peak
URBANA--A University of Illinois authority says he believes
soybean prices may already have risen to just about their peak for
this early in the season.
In fact, agricultural economist G. L. Jordan would not be
at all surprised if the season's peak occurred in December or January,
which is much earlier than usual.
The recent price rise to about $2.65 during harvest may
largely replace the usual increase that normally comes later in the
marketing season. This would be true on the basis of prospective
average bean prices, barring any further serious inflation and an ex-
ceptional export demand.
Jordan thinks price movements are likely to be erratic this
season, but less so than in 1950-51. He emphasizes the fact that
there is nothing in sight to suggest that soybean prices will approach
last year's peak. Holding beans for as much as $3.00 would therefore
seem to be pretty risky.
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Have Your Fall Pigs Vaccinated Against Hog Cholera
URBANA--A University of Illinois veterinarian reminds svine
growers to have their fall pigs vaccinated against hog cholera if
they haven't already done so.
Dr. P. D. Beamer says a large number of Illinois herds still
have not been vaccinated, and it's these herds that are having the
most trouble with cholera losses right now.
You can have your pigs protected with serum and virus,
crystal violet or BTV vaccine.
If you use the serum and virus method, have your pigs vac-
cinated at about six weeks of age. Pigs are cheaper to vaccinate at
this age because they're small and take less vaccine. And it's usual-
ly better for them to be treated when they're young.
To safeguard against cholera "breaks" when the serum and
(?irus method is used, have your veterinarian examine the pigs before
ne vaccinates them to be sure they are free from disease.
If you prefer either the crystal violet or the BTV method
5f protection, have the pigs treated at about 10 weeks of age. Pigs
Isuckling cholera -immune sows get their best protection with crystal-
'^iolet or BTV if vaccinated two or three weeks after weaning.
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IIllinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1951
Public Hearing October 22 on Nev Egg Law
URBANA--A public hearing to let everyone "speak his piece"
on the new Illinois egg law will be held Monday, October 22, in the
Illinois building at the State Fair Grounds in Springfield.
E. E. Broadbent, egg marketing specialist in the Illinois
College of Agriculture, says anyone who is interested may attend this
session, which starts at 10 a.m.
Rules and regulations for enforcement of the new egg law
will be explained. Consumers, producers, tradespeople and others can
express their opinions about standards for the law. And standards
for egg grades will be determined.
LJN:lw -30-
)ver 80 Applications Received for Farm Short Course
URBANA--More than 80 requests have been received for appli-
|3ation blanks for the new short course for farm young men to be given
ihis winter at the Illinois College of Agriculture.
Marshall J. Scott, short course director, says the first
:wo persons who enrolled wer^ a 35-year-old fertilizer salesman and
-ast year's Illinois FFA Star Farmer.
Classes will be held from November 24 to December 20. Then
!omes two weeks of Christmas vacation, and classes will begin again
>n January 3 and continue to January 25. You can choose from 10 or
.2 general agriculture courses in farm management, marketing, farm
lachinery, crop production, soil management, livestock and dairy cat-
tle feeding and care, forestry and horticulture.
1 To enroll, you must be a high school graduate or at least
!8 years old and must have had farm experience. Application blanks
re now available from county farm advisers or the College of Agri-
ulture.
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Keep Oily Taste Out of Water by Prevention
to'
*
URBANA--The best cure for an oily taste in your well water
is not to let it happen in the first place.
Prank Andrew, University of Illinois agricultural engineer,
says one of the toughest jobs on the farm is to remove an oily taste
from well water. It's probably caused by oil leaking from your fuel
tank into the water source.
If that's the case, your^ only remedy may be to continue to
clean and pump out the well for many weeks until the taste is all gone.
Better yet, says Andrew, is to prevent the problem from ever
occurring. Check your oil drums and fuel lines to be sure they're not
broken or cracked and that all valves are in good condition.
Be sure that all connections on the tank are tight and that
10 oil is dripping on the ground. See that the packing nut on the
3hut-off valve stem is tight. If the tank is corroded on the outside,
3lean it and stop more corrosion v^ith a coat of metallic zinc paint.
You might also check the entire fuel line to make sure it's
lot broken or cut. Try to keep the youngsters from damaging the IJne
j/ith their wagons or bicycles. And don't you cut it accidentally
i/ith a power mower or scythe.
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Illinois Has High Man and 3d Place Team in Meats Contest
URBANA--A University of Illinois student was high man among
all contestants, and the Illinois team finished third among about 15
agricultural college teams in the meats judging contest this week at
the American Royal livestock show at Kansas City.
The high man from Illinois was Bill Cunningham, junior in
general agriculture from Alvin, Vermilion county . He is the first
j Illinois contestant to rank first in some 20 years Illinois teams have
been competing.
I
Team coach James D. Kemp says only 15 points separated the
} first three teams. Perfect score is 1,040 points.
Illinois team members were David Ashbrook, Sullivan, Moul-
trie county ; Alvin Schade^ Carlinville, Macoupin county ; Albert Kraft,
iamilton, Hancock county ; and Cunningham.
In judging beef carcasses, the team finished 4th, with Schade
second high man and Cunningham 5th. On pork carcasses, the team placed
Id. And on lamb carcasses, the team ranked 7th, with Cunningham 3d
ligh man. In beef grading, the team placed 3d, and Cunningham was 5th
ligh man. On lamb grading, the team finished 9th.
iJN:lw -30-
llinois 4-H'er3 Place 3rd as Group at Dairy Show
URBANA--Illinoi3 4-H'ers placed third as a state group in
he Guernsey breed show at the recent National Dairy Cattle Congress,
eports E. I. Pilchard, state leader of 4-H boys' work. There was 4-H
ompetition only in the Guernsey breed. All others were open class.
Robert Vary, Sterling, took second place, while Charles
onnour, Hindsboro, and Wayne Mohr, Normal, ranked sixth and seventh
ith their Guernsey calves.
Douglas county, Illinois champion 4-H judging team, tied
ichigan for 22nd place in 4-H judging, but placed 3rd in Holsteins.
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Radio News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE MONDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1951
Good Milking Technique Helps to Prevent Mastitis
URBANA--If you're milking fewer than 20 cows, you can prob-
ably save time and money by using only one milker unit instead of two
or three.
I
Dr. H. S. Bryan, a University of Illinois veterinarian, says
that by taking only three minutes to milk each cow you can save time
[and also reduce the chances that udder injuries will open the way for
jmastitis. "Stay with each cow while she's being milked," advises Dr.
JBryan. You may damage her udder by leaving the machine on the cow
while you change another unit.
Earle Johnson, McHenry county farmer, has proof that three
-
minute milking pays dividends. He manages two herds of Holsteins;
mnagement and sanitation practices are the same in both herds except
that one herd is milked by one man using two units and the other by
3ne man using one unit.
There is practically no mastitis in the herd where three-
ainute milking is used. In the other herd, occasional outbreaks of
oastitis require drugs and special treatment.
Johnson says nearly all cows can be trained to let down milk
-n three minutes. He advises dairymen to start such training as soon
13 possible after a heifer has calved.
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IIllinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE MONDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1951
Corn Hurt by Disease Good for Peed
URBANA--A report on the feed value of corn hit by northern
leaf blight disease came today from two University of Illinois men.
Agronomist E. B. Earley says corn from plants affected by
the disease is probably just as good for feed on a pound-for-pound
;basis as corn from unaffected plants. Earley adds that leaf-blighted
I
corn is probably higher in protein and lower in starch content than
nondiseased corn.
And Dr. Benjamin Koehler, plant disease specialist, says
that the fungus causing northern leaf blight disease does not hurt
animals when they eat fodder from diseased corn plants.
Koehler adds that whenever corn stalks die early, as some
of them did from leaf blight this year, there is some danger from what
Is commonly called cornstalk disease. However, mainly it affects
lorses, and no cases have been reported this year,
Koehler says that only one of six University of Illinois
lybrid corn test plots showed severe damage from northern leaf blight
:his year, during the worst attack ever known in Illinois.
The scientist believes that there is no reason to expect
lore than average damage from the disease in the long-time future.
iut for 1952 there is greater potential danger because of a large
arryover from this year of Plelminthosporium fungus spores which cause
|he disease.
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Radio News
fERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1951
Untested Stock May Cost More in Long Run
URBANA--A Piatt county farmer today offered two tips to
farmers who are about to buy livestock: Deal with a reliable seller,
and demand proof that the stock is free from disease.
This farmer learned the hard way that "one bad apple can
ruin the whole barrel." He bought a cow and a heifer, getting papers
for the heifer showing her to be Bang's-free. These two cattle, both
bred, were put in with the rest of the herd.
I
r
I
About five months after she was bred, the heifer aborted.
Three weeks later the cow too lost her calf. When blood tests were
made, it was found that the cow had infected the entire herd. All
animals had to be marketed, at a loss of several hundred dollars.
Dr. H. S. Bryan, a University of Illinois veterinarian, says
farmers themselves must enforce the laws regulating the sale of live-
stock. He says: "Insist on a blood test certificate, signed by a
/eterinarian." An honest seller with clean stock will gladly supply
3uch proof. If the seller is indignant that you doubt his word or
lis stock's quality, the stock probably isn't desirable.
Dr. Bryan points out that it is the duty of the seller, not
-he buyer, to have each cow tested before she is sold. Often, how-
ever, it is up to the buyer to see that the animal is tested before
le buys her.
JLMrlw
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1931
Meat Prices Likely to Hold Steady, Even Without Price Controls
URBANA--We are not going to have runaway prices on meats,
and we would not have them without price controls. But we'll prob-
ably still have price controls on meats through 1952, mainly to keep
the cost of living down and thus prevent a wage-price spiral from
ieveloping.
That's the opinion of G. L. Jordan, agricultural economist
In the Illinois College of Agriculture.
Meat supplies will be large enough to pull livestock prices
iown somewhat in 1952 if consumer spending stays the same as in 1951-
iut higher consumer incomes are likely next year- -and hence more in-
itiation. These conditions are expected to more than offset any in-
fluence of larger supplies.
Since we're unwilling to control inflation in other ways,
"ordan says there is one very good reason for controlling the cost of
'ood. It's this: If we keep the cost of living from rising, it is
easier to prevent organized labor from forcing higher wage rates.
nder present conditions, this is the soundest argument for putting
eiling prices on farm products.
If laborers' wages do not rise, there is some possibility of
olding down prices of manufactured goods, because labor is the main
ost in things we buy. But if living costs go up, labor unions have
n argument for higher wages. And this is passed along in higher cost
f manufactured goods and very likely in higher food prices.
The main reason for price controls on farm products is to
eep this spiral from ever getting started.
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Radio News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1951
Protect Fruit Trees by Poison-Baiting Notf
URBANA--YOU can best protect your fruit trees from mice by
treating orchards thoroughly right about now. In late October and
early November, with poison baits.
Men in the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Illinois
:)ollege of Agriculture recommend small pieces of apple treated with
2inc phospl^ide, or oats treated with strychnine. Pine and meadow
^
nice are the worst species to gnaw on trunks of fruit trees.
Zinc-phosphide -treated apples are the best poisoned bait to
ise. If, after Inspection in two to four weeks, you need to give an-
)ther dose, use strychnine -treated oats. A 1-ounce can of zinc phos-
)hlde poison treats 20 quarts of cut apples --enough for about 1,C00
rees. Ten pounds of strychnine -treated oats will treat about 500
rees.
Mouse runways --paths where mice travel--are found under
ome kind of cover. After locating one, put a poisoned apple slice
r a teaspoon of oats into the runway. Usually three or four such
alts per tree is enough. Pull the grass back into position to cover
he bait, as mice feed more readily under cover.
!
,
Also treat nearby areas like field borders and fence or
edgerows, because many mice may live there too.
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Ellinois Farm News - 2 ^ FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 195I
latest Outlook Facts to Be Reported
URBANA-- Illinois farmers will learn the latest facts on the
)utlook for 1952 when Illinois Extension Service delegates return from
:he annual national agricultural outlook meeting in Washington, D. C.
The conference, held each fall, is designed to give state
extension staff members the newest, most reliable information relat-
.ng to farming. They in turn will relay these facts to farm folk
;o help them plan their operations for the coming year.
Representing Illinois at the 29th yearly conference are Miss
atherine Sullivan, home management specialist, and L. H. Simerl, ag-
icultural economist. One other person may possibly attend. Confer-
nce dates are October 29 through November 2.
Conference topics include the outlook for foreign and domes-
ic demand, farm costs, feed grains and meat animals, farm land prices
nd debts and the major crops. For the women, there are sessions on
11 phases of rural family living.
JN:lw -30-
Note to Editors: If you have a Washington correspondent, you
uy want to ask him to send you a story, based on conference reports,
:>r local use. It would be the best possible forecast of farming con-
ations for 1952 you could get. You may also want comments from our
'"0 representatives or interviews with them. Lester Schlup, federal
^tension editor in the Division of Extension Information, has alerted
^ishington correspondents that you'll be asking for the type oT local-
-ed story you want.
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yERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1951
Report on Antibiotics at Cattle Feeders' Day
URBANA- -Antibiotics evidently do not help to fatten cattle
any faster, says A. L. Neumann, University of Illinois animal scien-
tist.
That's the gist of his report to be given at Cattle Feeders'
day Friday, November 2, at the College of Agriculture, Urbana. His
talk will give full details on Illinois tests on feeding antibiotics
to beef cattle.
i Other reports on experiments include grazing tests of 1951,
salt consumption of cattle, feeding yearling heifers to different
slaughter grades, methods of feeding corn to silage-fed cattle and
reducing shrinkage in silage.
You'll get two first-hand reports at Cattle Feeders' day
too. R. W. Grieser, Chicago Producers Commission, will give the out-
look for beef cattle this season. And A. J. Dyer, who heads up beef
cattle work at the University of Missouri, will report on "How We Feed
'em in Missouri."
Besides these talks in the afternoon in the Auditorium, you
3an inspect labor-saving cattle-feeding equipment in the morning at
the beef cattle barns. On display will be such push-button choremen
is automatic feed grinders, feed conveyors, grain and silage distrib-
utors and feed unloaders
.
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Illinois Farm Nevrs - 2 FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1951
More Chance to Raise Peed Costs on Heavy Cattle
URBANA--YOU can afford to increase feed costs much more on
heavy steers than on calves without losing money, even though it takes
l5 percent more land to produce 100 pounds of gain on heavy cattle.
That's why P. J. Reiss, University of Illinois farm manage-
ment specialist, says a little pencil-pushing will surely pay off this
season in planning your cattle-feeding program.
For heavy steers, you can afford to add $2.50 to $3.00 to
the feed cost per 100 pounds of gain in order to get $1.00 more in
selling price. Or, to put it another way, if you raise the selling
price by about one-third of the added cost of gain, you won't be los-
ing money.
Reiss says that's true because for heavy steers feed cost
per 100 pounds of gain has gone up from $23 in 19^9-50 to an estimated
$32 this season. However, for calves, feed costs have risen only
from $19 to $22 for the same period.
These figures come from 1949-50 Farm Bureau Farm Management
Service averages and best estimates.
Reiss also found for the 19^9-50 season that it took 3.6
acres to put on 100 pounds of gain for good-to-choice heavy steers.
For the same grade of calves, it took 3'1 acres.
He found it took these amounts of good land to raise the
average amounts of corn, oats, silage, hay, pasture and supplement
for 10 head of heavy steers or 10 calves. Steers were fed from 855
pounds up to 1,148 poundj, and calves from 4l6 up to 999 pounds each.
For heavy steers, Reiss found that the gain per acre was
276 pounds during 163 days on the farm. The calves showed a gain of
|320 pounds an acre and were on the farm 361 days.
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ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1951
Test Corncob Moisture to Help Prevent Ear Spoilage
URBANA--YOU should have less trouble with ear corn spoilage
In the crib if you run your own test for moisture in the corncobs.
STou can do this with any fairly accurate scale, like a dairy scale.
That's the suggestion today from J. H. Ramser, crops drying
specialist in the Illinois College of Agriculture. He says it applies
uainly if you dry ear corn artificially and quickly.
Corn dries from the outside in, toward the cob. Even though
the kernels are dried to safe moisture content--say 14 percent--it 's
jtill possible to have an unusually wet cob--say 28 percent moisture.
[n this case this excess moisture may come out of the cob and the corn
^ets wetter, or maybe even spoils.
To avoid overwet cobs, Ramser suggests taking a few ears
*rom the crib and shelling the kernels. Then weigh the cobs on any
ccurate scale, dry them in the kitchen oven and weigh them again,
'rom the difference in weight, you can figure the percentage of mois-
ure in the cob. You can get a quick test on kernel moisture from an
levator.
JN:lw
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If the cobs are too wet, you probably need more drying.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1951
Three Big-Name Speakers at Sheep Production Day
URBANA- -Three nationally known speakers will headline the
program for Sheep Production day, November 6, at the University of
Illinois.
Don Bell, head of sheep work at the Ohio Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, is scheduled to give some tips on "Breeding for
Production." J. C. Peterson, president of the National Lamb Feeders'
association, will pass along some money-making hints on "The Lamb
Feeding Situation." And Dale Rouse, manager of the Illinois VIool
Marketing association, will report on "What Is Illinois Wool Worth?"
U. S. Garrigus, sheep division head at the College of Ag-
riculture, says the day is planned to point the way to greater profits
through more efficient sheep production. Everyone is invited.
The information-packed day starts at 9 a.m. with tours of
the University sheep farms. Talks on research findings begin at 10:30
a.m. in the University Auditorium, and guest speakers are scheduled for
the afternoon.
uJN;lw -30-
* Strong Fire Prevention Program Needed
URBANA- -An aggressive fire protection program carried on by
^'ire protection districts would materially lessen fire damage on farms.
So believes N. G. P. Krausz, University of Illinois agricul-
:ural lawyer, after a recent study of 64 districts in 48 counties.
Krausz found that only 10 percent of the districts were car-
Ting on a building inspection program to locate and correct fire haz-
irds. Yet it is conservatively estimated that an effective fire preven-
;ion program in all districts would save village property valued at
iJ150,000 each year and rural property valued at $900,000 each year.
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1951
Don't Take Chances With Newly Purchased Boars
URBANA--A Douglas county farmer is mighty glad he played
safe with his newly purchased boar.
According to Dr. G. T. Woods, a University of Illinois
veterinarian, this farmer bought a boar that was tested and found
free of brucellosis. However, the herd from which the boar came
was not brucellosis-free.
When a retest was made after the boar had been isolated
for 30 days, the owner found that the boar was a reactor. If he had
relied on the first blood test, brucellosis might have ruined his
tierd of hogs*
i Dr. Woods says this farmer's experience shows that, if pos-
3ible, you should get clean animals from a clean herd. If the herd
Isn't clean, do as this farmer did--isolate the hogs for 30 days and
then retest. Isolation and retesting are cheap insurance against
Duying disease.
JLM:lw -30-
Gleaned from here and there: If you want to get rid of
jome of your ego, listen at the keyhole just after you leave the room.
I
Speaking of turning the tables, now they're putting a ceil-
-ng on paint.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1951
Be Careful Driving Farm Trucks; Keep Them in Good Shape
URBANA--The No. 1 killer of farm people is traffic acci-
dents, according to records of the Illinois Rural Safety Council.
J, E. Matthews, executive secretary, says the number and
use of farm trucks has more than doubled in the past 10 years. Chances
for accidents go up each fall, when more than 2,000,000 farm trucks
in the whole country go to work carrying farm products to market.
Matthews says this situation means that safe driving to
avoid accidents is a "must." Illinois law requires that trucks go
through a safety check-up lane twice each year. The next deadline
for checking is November 1.
But don't wait until check-up time before making necessary
repairs. Keep your truck always in good shape with bright lights,
good brakes and steering gear and windshield wipers that work.
LJN:lw -30-
Dairy Technology Conference Set for November 6-7
URBANA--A conference on soft ice cream and ice milk will be
held November 6-7 at the University of Illinois.
P. H. Tracy, Illinois dairy technologist and general chair-
man, says the meeting opens at 7 p.m. on November 6 with a demonstra-
tion of soft ice cream and ice milk frozen in various freezers. Four
talks occupy the next morning. They will be followed during the
afternoon by a round-table discussion on business operation in handl-
ing the two products.
This is the first of six dairy technology conferences to be
held during this school year by the department of food technology.
Soft ice cream and ice milk are nutritionally good foods
with low fat content, served right from the freezer in semisolid state.
LJN:lw -30-
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/ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE MONDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1951
Govs That Collect Scrap Metal Not so Patriotic
URBANA--Collecting scrap iron I3 no job for your cattle,
says a University of Illinois veterinarian. They can help the de-
fense effort more if they stick to making meat and milk.
Dr. L. E. Holey says sharp pieces of metal, particularly
bailing wire, sometimes vrork their way from the rumen or paunch into
the heart. Only a thin wall separates the two organs. Frequently
the object can be removed before it causes trouble, but often the
30W dies when the heart is pierced.
i If your cows persist in being patriotic and collecting
3crap, there's only one solution: beat them to it. A natnon-wide
irive for scrap metal to supply steel mills is now going on. By
gathering and selling your old obsolete machinery, wire and other
junk, you can make some cash- -and maybe save a cow.
>LM:lw -30-
URBANA--Here 's word from the National Production Authority
ind federal agriculture department on how small well drillers can
;et steel for well casing.
A driller digging small wells for farmers or in towns may
elf-certify his orders up to 2 tons of steel piping for each well
n any calendar quarter. He should put the symbol "U-8" on each
rder, write "Certified under CMP Regulation No. 6," and sign his
ame.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE MONDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1951
Formula Given for Figuring Corn Left in Field
URBANA--Most farmers are leaving more corn in their fields
during harvest than they realize, but there is an easy way to figure
exactly how much corn their picker is losing.
G. E. Pickard, agricultural engineer in the Illinois Col-
lege of Agriculture, estimates that at least 10 percent of the 1950
corn crop was left in the field. Last year's crop averaged close to
50 bushels an acre. So that's a conservative 5-bushel loss per acre.
Pickard thinks that many farmers left more than that.
Here's how you can figure your losses: On ear corn if you
find one dropped ear per 40 hills in the row, you're losing one bush-
el an acre. Four ears in a distance of kO hills means a 4-bushel
loss. Better count a couple of nubbins as one good ear too.
For shelled corn if you find 20 kernels per hill, you're
losing one bushel an acre. Forty kernels means a 2-bushel loss, and
so on up the scale. Count the kernels in a 40-inch square with the
hill as the center of the scale.
Combining the ear and shelled corn losses will give you the
total loss. You'll get a more accurate figure by taking several count
of both ear and shelled corn from different parts of the field and
averaging them.
Suppose you find that you're losing 5 bushels an acre. If
you grow 4o acres of corn, that's 200 bushels you grew but did not
harvest. Cattle and hogs can't possibly glean all this down corn.
Correct adjustment and operation of your corn picker prob-
ably would have saved, say, half that loss. At $1.65 a bushel, that
extra 100 bushels of corn would be worth $165.
[ LJN:lw -30-
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TWENTY-THIRD CATTLE FEiCDERS' MEETING
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois
November 2, I95I
INSPECTION OF PUREBRED AND EXPERIMENTAL CATTLE
9:30 Beef Cattle Bams, l/k mile south of Football Stadium
MORNING SESSION AT STOCK PAVILION
10:15 Display of Labor- Saving Cattle- Feeding Equipment
Automatic grinders, feed conveyors, grain and silage
distributors, feed unloaders, tank heaters, cattle
sprayers, et cetera
10;if5 Push-Button Choremen for Livestock Farms Frank W. Andrew
Department of Agricultural Engineering
11:00 Labor-saving Buildings and Equipment Keith H. Hinchcliff
Department of Agricultural Engineering
11:20 Question Period
11:30 Lunch Period
AFTERNOON SESSION AT AUDITORIUM
12:^5 Address of Welcome Dr. W. G. Kammlade
Assoc. Director, Agr. Extension Service
1:00 Reports on Cattle-Feeding Experiments of I95O-5I
Feeding Yearling Heifers to Different Slaughter Grades
The Value of Antibiotics for Beef Cattle A. L. Neumann
Methods of Feeding Corn to Silage-Fed Cattle
Grazing Experiments of I95I R. R. Snapp
Salt Consumption of Cattle
Reducing Shrinkage in Silos L. H. Horn
1:^0 How We Feed 'em in Missouri Professor A. J. Dyer
Beef Cattle Division, University of Missouri
2:10 The Beef Cattle Outlook R. W. Grieser
Chicago, Illinois
2:40 Question Period Afternoon Panel of Speakers
3 1 00 Adjournment
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^ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1951
Study Compares Grade Vs. Purebred Bulls
URBANA--A University of Illinois study reported today
gives some pretty convincing facts on whether a grade or purebred
bull is best for a dairy herd sire.
Dairyman J. G. Cash says the study shows that the average
production of the daughters of grade bulls was considerably lower
than the production of daughters of registered sires
.
The study covered 1,577 sires proved in Illinois dairy
herd improvement associations since 1937.
It showed that all daughters of grade bulls averaged 339
pounds of butterfat compared with a 338-pound average for their
lams. Both records are on a 305-day, mature-equivalent basis on
twice-a-day milking.
In contrast, all daughters of purebred sires averaged 402
pounds of butterfat as against 39^ pounds for their dams.
That's only a 1-pound increase for grade bulls, but an 8-
Dound increase for purebred sires. And it's a difference of 63
pounds in favor of the daughters sired by purebreds.
Cash also notes that only 10 percent of the grade bulls
Jired daughters with as high an average production as the average
)f all daughters from registered sires.
I
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1951
Farmers Can Control Mastitis
URBANA--An encouraging story on controlling mastitis through
good management plus wise use of drugs came today from 25 Illinois
dairymen.
Dr. H. S. Bryan, University of Illinois veterinarian, says
these 25 men have followed a 10-point mastitis control plan outlined
by the College of Veterinary Medicine. They have kept records for
i two years. Here's what they found:
At the end of two years, they were getting an average of
3.1 pounds more milk per day from each cow. They did not need re-
placements so often, since fewer cows were ruined by mastitis. Be-
fore they started the control program, almost 38 percent of the cows
were shedding the germs that cause mastitis. After two years, less
than 12 percent of the cows had the germs in their milk.
Some of the management practices that paid off for these
farmers included using the strip cup, using proper milking methods,
reducing injuries, buying only noninfected cows, milking infected
cows last and by hand and feeding rations with plenty of bulk.
You can get more details by writing the College of Veter-
Inary Medicine, University of Illinois, Urbana
.
Dr. Bryan emphasizes the fact that, although many supposed-
ly sure, inexpensive cures for mastitis have been advertised, a com-
plete cure has never been found. He suggests good management plus
l/ise use of drugs.
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3 -Way Gain From Buying Steer Calves Now
URBANA--The cattle feeder vho has already bought his steer
calves has gained in three ways over the man who is still waiting to
buy.
Dick Carlisle, livestock specialist in the Illinois College
Df Agriculture, says it's true that feeder prices usually decline
Later in the season, but market men are not sure that will happen
this year. And if you disregard prices entirely, the man who has
ilready bought would still have these three advantages:
1. He could cheapen the initial cost of calves consider-
ably by using fall pasture and meadow aftermath. At the University
if Illinois beef farm, steers have gained about 85 pounds an acre
n fall pasture. That's a 3-year average. Carlisle says 85 pounds
n a 450-pound steer costing $42 per hundredweight would cheapen him
own to $35.50.
2. Calves have less trouble with "shipping fever" and other
Iseases if they are moved in during good weather of September and
arly October. That gives them a better chance to get adjusted be-
pre bad weather sets in.
I
I
3. Often the quality of calves is better than later on when
ley have been picked over.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1951
gain 3 Ways From Rotenone Treatment
IIRBANA--An Insect specialist today gave three benefits from
treating beef cattle with rotenone to control cattle grubs.
H. B. Petty, of the Illinois College of Agriculture and
Illinois Natural History Survey, says two advantages of control will
De more comfort for cattle and fewer cattle grub flies next summer.
There's also the possibility of extra weight gains on
treated cattle. Petty found during tests made a few years ago that
treated cattle gained 17 pounds more per head than untreated animals.
)ne lot was dusted four times about a month apart.
I
These results are uncertain, though, because during tests
in other states, extra weight gains varied rather widely. That's
rhy Petty talks of possible faster gains on treated cattle.
M Fewer cattle grub flies next summer mean that cattle will
jnjoy their pasture more. When these flies lay eggs on cattle, the
[inlmals are badly frightened and run wildly around the pasture.
' And rotenone treatment also gives cattle relief from irri-
-ation caused by grubs this winter.
Petty says one effective treatment is a 1^ percent rotenone
»owder dusted on the animal's back and worked in. You need some way
hold the cattle with this method.
Or you could use a high-pressure spray--350 to 4CC pounds--
ith 7^ pounds of 5 percent rotenone powder in 100 gallons of water,
his system requires some kind of runway through which animals can go
ne at a time.
You should treat about once a month from December through
pril, because new grubs keep appearing on the animal's backs during
he winter.
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This Pasture Really Produces
URBANA- -Allan Rountree, DuQuoin, Perry county
,
has 5 acres
of improved pasture that has quite a production record.
It has carried twice as many livestock as the usual Illi-
nois pasture for a good eight months of grazing. In addition it has
given him a fescue seed crop.
That report comes from Harry Russell, livestock specialist
in the Illinois College of Agriculture.
Starting on March 1, Rountree pastured 25 breeding eves
and 25 lambs and 5 head of yearling cattle on this 5-acre pasture.
The animals were off the pasture for three weeks starting the last
of June while Rountree combined 135 pounds of fescue seed an acre.
He expects to keep the animals on the pasture until Thanksgiving or
later.
A group of Perry county farmers visited Rountree ' s farm
on September 28 and found plenty of pasture growth then.
Fescue and Ladino predominate in the legume-grass mixture,
but it also includes bromegrass, alfalfa, timothy and lespedeza.
Rountree likes fescue in his pastures for the early- and
late-season feed it provides. He has several other good pastures
in his sound land use program.
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'ilne Up Elevator Right If You Use Electric Motor
URBANA--It's especially important to have your ear corn
elevator lined up right if you're using an electric motor for power.
Prank Andrew, farm electrical specialist in the Illinois
College of Agriculture, says in that way you'll avoid excessive wear
Dn equipment and your electric motor will have enough power to run
the elevator.
Adjust all chains to get proper tension. The elevator will
bake much extra power if the chains are too tight or if they're so
Loose that they drag and bind.
See, too, that the electric motor drive, pulleys and belts
re all in line, and that belts are just tight enough to run the ele-
ator. A V-belt will operate if it's a little out of line, but it
akes more power and causes extra wear. The same thing holds for
j)elts that are too tight.
As for power, a tractor power take-off will give you plenty
)f power, even if things are a bit out of line. But with an electric
iiotor, the extra power required might overload the motor.
Andrews also says to provide adequate wiring for the motor,
t might be wise to wire your crib for a 5-horse motor with an outlet
leavy enough for that size of load. Some men use a 3-borse motor for
jlevating, but a larger motor that can be moved around has more uses--
Like drying ear corn and hay, grinding feed and elevating corn.
Any electric motor on a portable elevator should be well-
Srounded to guard against electric shock. Ground the motor by con-
lecting the neutral wire of a 220-volt circuit to the motor frame.
If the motor is more than 100 feet from the meter pole, you
aay need to install No. 6 or No. 4 wire to carry the motor load. See
'our power supplier on this problem.
Also when the motor is outside, protect it with a tub, sheet
letal cover or tarpaulin.
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Good Housing for Hogs Big Step In Avoiding "Flu"
URBANA--A University of Illinois veterinarian said today
that you're asking for trouble from swine influenza if you let hogs
sleep outside or in damp, drafty houses during these cold fall nights.
But, adds Dr. L. R. Bain, you can probably prevent "flu"
by providing housing that is clean, well bedded and properly venti-
lated. Germs actually cause influenza, but exposure to cold and
dampness lowers pigs' resistance to it.
When influenza strikes, it takes only two or three days to
spread to the rest of the herd. Affected pigs are listless and go
off feed. They often cough, and their breathing is labored and Jerky.
Other symptoms are watery eyes and high temperatures.
Few pigs die from influenza --losses usually run no higher
than 1 or 2 percent--and sick animals recover in five or six days.
Something else, though, is more serious than this setback. It's the
ianger that other diseases may hit your herd while they're weakened
3y "flu." Pneumonia often accompanies influenza, and necro may strike
ilso.
If you suspect "flu," call your local veterinarian. Ee can
nake an accurate diagnosis and give treatment that may help to pre-
,/ent other complicating diseases. Better yet, provide clean, well-
Dedded, properly ventilated housing. Then your hogs probably won't
lave "flu."
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Illinoia Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1951
Roman Candles, Shotguns Scare Avay Starlings
I
URBANA- -Townspeople who are bothered with huge flocks of
starlings, plus some blackbirds, in their trees at this time of year
can get rid of them best by using Roman candles or shotguns.
That's the word from men in the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and the Illinois College of Agriculture.
They say the best time for shooting the 4th of July Roman
candles or guns is just before it gets dark. Then the birds will
have only light enough to fly away to settle for the night. You're
vrasting the fireworks or shells if you use them too early. Two or
,
three nights with one of these methods should usually scare the birds
away
.
You should cover the entire roosting area, so you'll need
several men for the job with a leader who can organize it well. If
fireworks are prohibited, see the proper local official for permission
r
to use them»
jJN:lw -30-
?orden Scholarship Winners Named
I
j
URBANA- -Mildred Kornegger, 21, Carmi, White county , and
)onald Walker, 21,Maeon, Grundy county , have each received a $300
Borden scholarship for this school year at the University of Illi-
Lois.
The awards are given annually by the Borden company to the
op-ranking senior agriculture student who has taken two dairy science
ourses and the top senior home economics girl who has completed two
curses in foods and nutrition.
Both stiadents have a 4.6 scholastic average, with 5.0 as
'erfect--all A's--and are active in various student organizations.
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Vo Good Reasons for Collecting Farm Scrap
URBANA--'There are at least two sound reasons^-besides help-
.ng the defense effort- -why farmers should get in the present drive
'or scrap metal.
Specialists in the Illinois College of Agriculture say you
an make your farm safer for livestock and also improve your own work-
ng conditions by gathering up all the farm scrap you can find.
Then little chunks of metal and baling wire can't get into
,eed and possibly kill valuable livestock.
'I And by turnj.ng in machinery that's too old and worn out to
epair, you'll eliminate hazards that could cause accidents.
Look around for old plow points and shares, cultivator
hovels, broken machinery and parts, old windmill and water tank
1
Dwers. Save anything that can be repaired, but get rid of every-
ling else, especially if it contains iron and steel. Even old chick-
a wire and baling wire can be used. Turn these things in to your
)cal junk or scrap dealer.
Besides making your farm safer for both your livestock and
:)ur3elf, you'll be earning a little extra income and helping to pro-
'Lde the scrap iron so badly needed in making steel for defense use.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1951
j
Feeder Cattle Need Shipping Fever Protection
URBANA--A University of Illinois veterinarian today gave
farmers some tips on how to protect new feeder cattle from shipping
fever.
Dr. R. D. Hatch says there are three methods you can follow:
1. If possible, cattle should he vaccinated 10 days to
two weeks before leaving the range. This gives them a chance to
.ouild up Immunity before they are shipped and exposed.
2. If the cattle aren't vaccinated before shipping, have
'•our local veterinarian give them serum as soon as they arrive on
^our farm. Although serum doesn't give 100 percent immunity, it in-
creases the animals' resistance to shipping fever for about one month.
>t the end of one month, the danger period is usually over.
i 3« If the cattle seem to be in good condition, you may
lot want to give any treatment. But call your local veterinarian im-
lediately if any of these symptoms appear: watery eyes, runny noses,
oughing, lack of appetite, dejected appearance (humped back, lowered
ead, rough coat). Large doses of serum plus antibiotics and one of
he sulfonomide drugs can usually keep losses down if treatment is
egun soon enough.
Dr. Hatch listed one other precaution: Keep native cattle
^Blj from infected stock, because shipping fever is contagious.
-30-
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Five Illinois Advisers Recognized Nationally
URBANA- -Two Illinois home advisers and three farm advisers
are receiving national recognition for their outstanding work in the
2xtension Service with farm people and others.
Mrs. Katherlne VanAken Burns, state leader of home advisers,
jays Miss Hazel L. Graves, Wabash county, and Mrs. Mabel U. Albrecht,
I
>ogan county 3 will receive certificates of recognition from the Na-
tional Home Demonstration Agents' association Wednesday at their an-
lual meeting in Port Worth, Texas,
I
5 W. G. Kammlade, state leader of farjn advisers, says Edgar S.
^mrine, Monroe county ; C. P. Bayles, Tazewell county ; and Earl D.
"eterson, Montgomery county , received distinguished service awards
ast Tuesday from the National Association of County Agricultural
gents at their annual meeting in Memphis, Tennessee.
Combined service of these advisers totals 66 years in Illi-
ois and 26 years in other states. Farm and home advisers are the
ocal representatives of the Illinois College of Agriculture in every
ounty of the state. They work with farm folks, young people and
dults, as well as townspeople, toward the goal of "Better Farming,
etter Living." They bring the latest facts and recommendations on
11 the agricultural and home economics sciences to anyone who can
se the information to his own benefit.
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Production, Feed Cost, Death Loss Affect Dairy Profits
URBANA- -Three factors play a big part in your dairy profits,
according to University of Illinois farm management men.
They say that pounds of milk per milk cow, feed cost and
death loss are closely related to your returns.
Detailed figures on these factors are found in the summary
of records for 1950 kept by 2,824 farmers in cooperation with the
College of Agriculture. The summary was prepared by A. G. Mueller,
P, J. Reiss and J. B. Cunningham.
They divided 362 dairy farms into the low-earners--tho3e
with $100 to $139 returns per $100 worth of feed fed- -and the high-
earners--those with returns of $190 to $229.
They found that the high-earning farms produced 1,147 more
Ipounds of milk per milk cow, had a $6 lower feed cost per 1,000 pounds
jof milk and had just a little over half as many death losses as the
low-earning farms.
Both groups of farms had practically the same number of milk
cows and received almost the same price for their milk.
The high-earning farms fed 86 less pounds of total grain
and protein supplements, or a saving of almost 25 percent in high-
priced grain and concentrates.
Here are the exact figures on those three factors, with the
high-earning farms first in each case. For pounds of milk, 8,851
pounds per cow compared with 7,7C4 pounds. On feed cost, $14.43 per
.1,000 pounds of milk as against $20.26. And percent death loss by
weight, 5.1 percent for the high-earners compared with 9.8 percent
for the low group.
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ILLINOIS FARM CALENDAR
Jefferson County -- Income Tax Training School--Thursday and Friday,
November 8 and 9, Hotel Emmerson, Mt. Vernon. R. C. Ross,
agricultural economist with the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Agriculture, and a representative of the internal
revenue bureau will conduct a two-day training school for
persons who help farmers in preparing and filing their re-
turns .
See your county farm adviser for additional information.
St. Louis, Missouri — Illinois Agricultural Association Annual Meet-
ing- -Monday through Thursday, November 12 through 15. Pro-
grams and further details are available at your farm bureau
office.
St. Louis, Missouri -- State Rural Youth Talk Fest- -Tuesday , Novem-
ber 13, Jefferson Hotel, starting at 8:45 a.m. Rural Youth
winners in district talk fests will represent their coun-
ties and districts in this state public-speaking meet.
3t. Louis, Missouri -- Rural Youth State Conference and Mixer--Tues-
day, November 13, at the Jefferson Hotel immediately follow-
ing the state talk fest,
3t. Louis, Missouri -- Rural Youth Breakfa3t--'Wednesday , November l4.
Mark Twain Hotel, at 8:00 a.m.
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Soft Oorn Best If Fed During Winter
UREANA--If you have some soft corn, you can feed It satis-
factorily to your livestock this winter.
H. G. Russell, extension livestock specialist at the Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, says the tests show, however, that re-
turns from feeding soft corn drop when it is fed in the spring or
summer
.
Russell says that tests at South Dakota State college in
two recent year compared the feeding value of soft corn with that of
dry corn for various classes of livestock. Researchers there fed
unsound corn with a moisture content ranging from 25 to 32 percent
to yearling steers, steer calves, hogs and lambs.
They found out that soft corn could be profitably fed to
those classes of livestock. They also found that soft corn has the
following values in terms of hard corn when fed to these classes of
stock in winter: 82 percent to yearling steers, 78 percent to lambs
and 76 percent to hogs and calves.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1951
Do Farm Chores Better With Feed- Lot Lights
URBANA --Shorter daylight hours in winter, which mean more
after-dark chores, may lead you to consider installing more outside
lights.
P. W. Andrew, extension agricultural engineer at the Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, says extra yard lights and flood lights
on barns will improve your chore efficiency around the feed lots
this winter.
f Although even a little light will help where you haven't
had any before, Andrew recommends that you put in bulbs at least
200 to 300 watts in size.
You can get good results by using regular incandescent bulbs
with the reflector built in. Some of the new bases now available for
reflector flood or reflector spot type of bulbs are adjustable so that
you can throw the light where you need it after you have installed
the base.
Remote control switches are also available now which can
make it possible for you to turn your flood lights on and off from
as many points as you wish. That type of installation can save you
much walking, and it also saves in wire and installation cost over
the standard three-way switch,
li Andrew reminds that lots of light around your chore areas
is a good investment in electricity and equipment not only because
it makes your work more efficient, but also because it makes your
farm work safer.
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i
Nev Law Important to Swine Breeders
URBANA--Here '3 a timely reminder for swine breeders: Be
sure any male hogs you offer for sale as breeding stock have been
tested and found free from brucellosis within 30 days before the
idate of sale.
Dr. G. T. Woods, extension veterinarian at the University
of Illinois, says many farmers do not know about this new law. The
law states that the blood test certificate signed by the veterinarian
!nust go with each boar sold.
Actually, some farmers have been selling only tested breed-
ing stock for many years. They won't be affected by the new law.
But those who have been selling untested boars must now have blood
tests made before the animals are sold. Violators may be fined.
"Farmers themselves can help to enforce the law, which was
massed to help them whip swine brucellosis," says Dr. Woods. "For
'our own protection, get a brucellosis-free boar, preferably from a
ilean herd.
"
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11 Nev Inbreds Produced In Only One Season
URBANA--A University of Illinois plant breeder today told
how 11 new inbred lines of corn have been produced in only one season.
D. E. Alexander says this is quite a saving in time, because
4 to 7 years have ordinarily been needed to develop a new inbred by
usual methods. Inbreds are crossed to produce hybrid seed which
farmers plant. Inbreds must be improved before we can get better
corn on farms.
To produce the new inbreds in only one generation, a special
pollen plant from L. P. Randolph of the U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture was crossed with various common hybrids. When seed from these
crosses was germinated, the tiny roots were either bright red or white.
The white-rooted seedlings were saved and transplanted to soil in a
'I heated greenhouse last winter.
These plants had only 10 chromosomes instead of the usual
20. Chromosomes carry the genes that govern the inherited character-
istics of different corn hybrids.
Prom literally thousands of germinated corn seeds, only 160
had white roots, and 127 of these survived transplanting. However,
only 11 of the 127 set seed and became new inbreds.
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fIllinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1951
New Inbreds - add 1
The big problem is to get more of them to set seed. Alex-
ander explains that if many lO-chromosome plants can be made to set
seed, the chanoes of getting better inbred lines--and thus better hy-
brlds-'Will be increased considerably.
Before this method can be used commercially and farmers can
benefit from it, some way must be worked out to double the number of
chromosomes in 10-chromosome corn successfully on a large scale and
thus make them set seed.
Perhaps chromosome number can be doubled artificially with
a poisonous chemical, colchicine, injected into the seed before plant-
ing. Plant breeders will test this possibility this winter.
S. S. Chase, Iowa State College, is doing similar work.
LJN:lw -30-
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iDon't Pasture Frosted Sudan Grass
"I
I
URBANA--Frosted Sudan grass may still look like good pas-
ture, but it's hardly worth the risk of poisoning your livestock.
B A University of Illinois veterinarian, Dr. R. P. Link, says
hydrocyanic acid may be formed in Sudan grass whenever it is stunted.
ifhls acid is a quick-acting, deadly poison.
There is a special veterinary treatment available for this
type of poisoning, but it is not successful unless given immediately
after the animal is affected. By the time you notice symptoms, such
13 rapid, shallow breathing and an unsteady gait, it may be too late
to save the animal. So, if in doubt, keep livestock away from frosted
Sudan grass.
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New Extension Forester Named for Southern Area
URBANA- -Robert E. Nelson has been appointed extension for-
ester for southern Illinois to intensify farm forestry education in
that area
.
In making that announcement today, ¥. G. Kammlade, asso-
ciate director of extension work, says Nelson is highly qualified
for his new job. He has had 10 years of experience in several posi-
tions.
After graduating from Michigan State College in 1936, he
worked as land appraiser in Michigan. Since then he has done commer-
cial timber work in Arkansas, served as state extension forester in
that state for 5 years and also as project forester and has been em-
ployed in Arkansas in the division of forestry. He also served nearly
5 years in the Army Signal Corps
.
Nelson's appointment is effective November 15. It means
3tepped-up forestry help for southern Illinois. There are 1,150,000
acres of woodland on farms in the southern 21 counties. This land
nakes up 2? percent of farm acreage. In contrast, the rest of the
state averages only 9 percent of farm acres in woodland.
_i
* At the same time another estimated 20 percent of farm land
In southern Illinois should be planted to forest trees. Nelson's
headquarters will be at the Dixon Springs Experiment Station.
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:
Ho^3 Return $152 Average per $100 Worth of Feed Fed in 1950
III
URBANA--If your returns are better than $152 per $100 worth
of feed fed to hogs, you're above average.
At least that was the average earning of 583 hog farms which
kept records last year in the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service.
|The 1950 summary of records on 2,824 farms has just been finished by
farm management specialists A. G. Mueller, P. J. Reiss and J. B.
Cunningham
.
They found that the 583 hog farms weaned an average of
6 1/2 pigs per litter from 33 litters during the year and had a 2.2
percent death loss by weight after weaning.
Total pork produced was 48,500 pounds from 200 hogs averag-
ing 2^2 pounds when sold.
It took an average of 440 pounds total feed--395 pounds of
grain and 45 pounds of protein and minerals--plus some hay and pas-
;ture to put on 100 pounds of gain. Peed cost per 100 pounds of gain
was $12.29.
For their work, the swine raisers took in just over $9,000
igross but paid out just under $6,000 for all feed. Average price re-
peived was just under $l8 per hundredweight.
By comparing your figures with these averages, you can find
just where you stand and take steps, if needed, to increase your re-
turns
.
LJN:lw -30-
URBANA--A University of Illinois study of 64 fire protec-
tion districts in 48 counties shows that 94 percent of the districts
javeraged from 200 to 1,000 gallons of water per fire.
A little water goes a lot further vrhen a fire is small. Do
fou have good fire extinguishers, a few old 10-gallon cans filled with
/^aterand maybe a fire cistern well located to give you enough water
before the fire truck arrives?
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ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 19?1
DHIA Records Uncover Low Producers; Cull Them to Raise Profits
URBANA--"! have raised my dairy herd average nearly 100
pounds in four years just by culling out unprofitable cows and keep-
ing calves from the good cows," says John A. Loucks, Will county
dairyman.
And Paul O'Brien, in Kankakee county, says: "Testing tells
you what each cow is doing and which cows should be culled."
J. G. Cash, University of Illinois dairyman, says one of
the best uses of dairy herd improvement association records is to
locate low-producing cows. Culling these "boarders" is one of the
chief ways to make many herds more profitable. In fact during 1950
lone-fifth of all cows in DHIA herds went to the butcher, and half of
these were sold because they were low producers.
-30-
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1^230.000 Acres Tested for Plant Food Needs in 1950
URBANA- -Almost a million and a quarter acres of soil from
22,400 farms were tested during 1950 to learn how much limestone,
phosphorus and potash the soil needed for top yields.
So reports A. U. Thor and W. J. Armon, in charge of soil-
testing work in the Illinois College of Agriculture.
They explain the tests were made by 79 county soil testing
laboratories and three commercial laboratories. All this work is done
in the counties and check-tested regularly by University men.
Thor says this may sound like a lot of soil testing, but
factually we're far behind schedule. Some six million acres have been
tested since the work was begun in 19^4. That's more than in any
other state in the country. But there are about 25 million acres of
cropland in Illinois.
That means it will take about 25 years to test all cropland
once. But for best soil care, it should be done once every 6 to 8
years. So we're doing only about one-fourth the soil testing we
should.
I
For 1950, tests were made for limestone and phosphorus on
338,000 samples each, while potash tests numbered 321,000.
McLean county led in volume of soil testing, 64,800 acres
being tested on 715 farms.
Randolph county with 551 farms came second, followed by
Stephenson with 521 farms, Vermilion with 510 and Morgan with 5C8.
Counties with more than 400 farms having soils tests include
Carroll, Fayette, Jasper, Pike, and Richland . Fifteen counties had
tests on 300 farms or more.
LJNrlw
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Piatt county -- Rural Community Workshop- -Tuesday and Wednesday,
' November 20 and 21. Allerton Park, Montlcello . Any in-
|.S terested group may send represenatives to this workshop
^^k on rural community problems.
Sangamon county -- State 4-H Club Leaders' Recognition Day--Tuesday,
I November 20, Springfield.
Each year two men leaders In agriculture and two women
leaders in home economics are chosen from each county to
receive special recognition for their part in the 4-H Club
program. Program Includes a tour of government buildings
and other points of interest and a special banquet in the
evening. Speaker for banquet is Dr. Kenneth McParland,
educational consultant. General Motors Corporation, Topeka,
Kansas.4
Fniversity of Illinois -- Pinal registration for Winter Short Course
in Agriculture- -Saturday, November 24, Mumford Hall, Urbana
,
For information regarding this special winter short course,
write to Dr. Marshall J. Scott, supervisor of short courses,
104 Mumford Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
hlcago -- 4-H Club Congress --Conrad Hilton Hotel (formerly the
Stevens) --Sunday through Thursday, November 25 through 29.
Practically every state in the nation is represented at
this annual congress of rural young people. Basis of selec-
tion is long-time and outstanding 4-H club work.
hlcago -- International Livestock Expositlon--Internatlonal Amphi-
theater --Friday through Saturday, November 23 through De-
' cember 1.
!
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Increase Poultry Income by Producing From October Through December
URBANA- -High -profit poultry farms earned more than twice
as much per hen above feed cost last year as all poultry farms.
A University of Illinois report shows that 70 of the more
profitable poultry farms showed returns above feed cost of $2.68 per
hen. But all 314 farms averaged only $1.15.
This 2-to-l difference comes because each hen in the more
profitable flocks laid 17 more eggs with 19 cents less feed cost, and
because almost 2 pounds more meat were sold per bird.
Here's how F. J. Reiss, University of Illinois farm manage-
ment specialist, accounts for most of the $1.53 difference in earnings
IjPer hen. There was 19 cents less in feed cost, 55 cents more from
'larger egg production, 16 cents extra from receiving higher prices
for eggs, and 49 cents more from more meat. That leaves only l4
cents not accounted for.
It's the old story of production efficiency, emphasizes
Reiss. Well-informed farmers can control their production efficiency
except for natural hazards,
j
One good way to boost poultry profits is to start your
ichicks in January or February so they'll be laying well by early fall.
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iIllinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1951
Outside Motors Require Winter Grade Lubricants
URBANA--Some of your electric motors installed in outside
equipment need special winter lubricants the same as your car does
for cold-weather use.
P. W. Andrew, agricultural engineer in the University of
Illinois, says your pump jack, washing machine and milking machine
will require special attention for winter use.
You need to use the same precautions for any piece of
equipment that has a gear box or transmission which operates in oil
or grease.
If your pump jack is aboveground and exposed to weather,
cold winter winds may sometimes thicken the oil until it is impos-
sible for the motor to start the pump. It's wise to drain all old
oil out of the case and refill with a winter grade of No. 10 or No. 20
weight motor oil.
Be sure that the motor belt and gear box on your pump jack
are protected from the weather. Small amounts of moisture can col-
lect here and literally freeze the belt and gear box tight in cold
weather.
On the washing machine, drain the oil from the gear box and
replace it with the manufacturer's recommended weight of oil. Better
store your washing machine in a warm room the night before laundering
to thaw any frozen condensation In the gear box.
Your milking machine motor and pump could well be winterized
too.
At the same time that you check the lubrication on your
motor-driven equipment, clean the motors, blow dust out of the corners
and check the motor wiring. Give the motors a few drops of light oil
if they are the oil-lubricated type,
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OQ-Pound Butterfat Cows Return 8 Times as Much for Farmer's Labor
URBANA--If one of your cows gave 500 pounds of butterfat
ast year, she paid you eight times as much as the average Illinois
|0W for your time in caring for her.
Leo Fryman, dairyman in the Illinois College of Agriculture,
ays the average cow gives about 220 pounds of butterfat and pays her
wner only 26 cents an hour for his labor. But the 500-pound cow pays
er owner $2.08 an hour for his labor.
I
The dairyman with a 300-pound cow made 76 cents an hour, and
he owner of a 400-pound cow received $1.46 for an hour's work.
Or, to put it another way, last year the 300-pound cow re-
amed twice as much over feed costs as the 200-pound cow. The 40C-
Dund cow returned three times as much, and the 500-pound cow four
Imes as much.
In other words, the 300-pound butterfat producer was equal
3 two cows producing at the state average. The 400-pound cow was
qual to three average ones, and the 500-pound cow earned as much as
our ordinary cows
.
Naturally, says Fryman, anyone would rather milk one cow in-
tead of four if he's going to receive the same returns.
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ev Finding; Beef Cattle All Eat About Same Amount of Salt
UBBAWA--Beef cattle will eat just about the same amount of
lalt, no matter what their age or ration is or whether they're on
I
iiasture or in drylot.
That's the general result from a 3-year study by University
f Illinois beef cattle specialists.
L. H. Horn, assistant in animal science, says surprisingly
Ittle was known about salt consumption of cattle before the Illinois
ork.
In drylot, animals have averaged just over 2 1/2 pounds
er head per month. That's for nearly 30^0(^0 cattle-days with year-
ing steers and heifers and 2- and 3-JQ^'^-old steers on different
ations.
The small variations from the average show that salt con-
umption is much more uniform than was formerly believed.
"I On pasture, average amount of salt eaten during some l4,CC0
attle pasture-days was 3 pounds per head per month. Variations on
'asture were even smaller than in drylot.
»: Weathering losses amounted to about 7 pounds per month for
ach 50-pound block of salt. Losses were checked by placing control
locks outside the pasture gate.
All tests except one were made with cattle having free ac-
933 to block salt. In the one test with loose salt, 15 yearling
teers ate about twice as much loose salt as similar steers getting
lock salt.
Horn says this finding indicates that cattle may need more
alt than the 3 pounds shown by the tests. This possiblity could be
3sted by mixing varying amounts of salt in rations of test cattle.
•iJNtlw -30-
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Sheep Returned About $18Q per $100 Worth of Feed Last Year
URBANA--Sheep were a pretty profitable livestock enterprise
last year, with returns of about $l80 for each $100 worth of feed fed.
These figures come from the 1950 summary of records kept by
?,824 farmers in the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service. The annual
report was prepared by A . G. Mueller, F. J. Reiss and J. B. Cunning-
lam, farm management men in the University of Illinois
.
On 167 farms with native flocks, total returns were $950
i'rom 3^500 pounds of wool and mutton produced. Returns were $177 for
^100 worth of feed.
1! On 34 farms with feeder sheep, total returns were much
-arger--$3,750--from 11,000 pounds of wool and mutton raised. But
:he returns per $100 worth of feed were $l82, or pretty close to re-
:urns for native flocks.
II
For each 100 pounds of mutton produced, native flocks ate
)nly 165 pounds of concentrates and 530 pounds of hay. In contrast,
'eeder sheep ate 4l3 pounds of concentrates and only 3^2 pounds of
lay. Feeder sheep ate lots more silage than native flocks too.
-more-
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add flocks - 2
Peed cost per hundredweight of meat and wool produced was
$15.26 for native flocks and $18.86 for feeder sheep. Of the $15.26
feed cost, $5.85 was a charge for pasture. Likewise, $4.16 of the
$18.86 was charged for pasture.
The average native flock of k2 head on January 1, I95O,
represented an estimated investment of only $732. But the sheep re-
turned $4lC over and above the $53^ worth of feed charged to them.
Furthermore, of the $53^ feed bill, $206 was a charge for pasture
that might not have brought any return if the sheep had not been on
the farm.
The farm management men point out that a relatively small
Investment for the average flock of this size brings a profitable
return for the use of 10 to 15 acres of the best rotation pasture or
20 to 25 acres of ordinary bluegrass pasture.
-30-
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Rhinitis Becomes Problem to Cornbelt Svrlne
URBANA--A University of Illinois veterinarian warns that
infectious atrophic rhinitis threatens to become as serious a menace
to swine health as brucellosis and other common hog diseases.
Dr. G. T. Woods reports that the disease is spreading so
napidly that some swine breeders in Illinois, Kansas and other corn-
belt states have been forced out of business because of dwindling
profits and death losses.
Some pigs with rhinitis die, but the greatest loss is due
:o reduced gains. Hogs that have the disease often take a year to
'each market weight normally acquired in six months.
To detect rhinitis, Dr. Woods says to watch for signs that
'esemble a cold. First signs of trouble are often sneezing and run-
ling noses. Later the snouts get a "pushed in" or twisted appearance
'Ometimes the pig turns his head sideways.
Steps for controlling rhinitis include marketing the herd,
leaning and disinfecting the buildings, lots and equipment and stay-
ng out of the swine business for six months.
But the best way to fight the disease is to keep it out of
our herd in the first place by buying stock from breeders who have
ever had the disease in their herds.
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Committee Named to Recommend New Agricultural Dean
URBANA--A new dean for the University of Illinois College
)f Agriculture will be recommended by a 7-person committee appointed
"ecently by the executive committee of the College of Agriculture.
i!
The present dean, H. P. Rusk, will retire next September 1
ifter completing hi years of active service to Illinois farmers and
:he University. He will be 68 years old next July and has already
innounced his desire to retire at the end of this academic year.
Professors Janice Smith, head of the department of home
economics, and G. W. Salisbury, head of the dairy science department,
rill represent the executive committee on the appointment group.
Professors J. C. Hackleman, agronomy department; T. S. Ham-
Iton, animal science department; and H. W. Hannah, agricultural eco-
lomics department, have been named to represent the faculty and staff
f the College of Agriculture.
Representing the University as a whole are Professors Roger
dams, head of the department of chemistry; and Marcus M. Rhoades from
he botany department.
Dean Rusk has headed the agricultural college since 1939.
e joined the staff in 1910 as an associate in the department of ani-
al science and headed that department from 1921 until he was named
ean.
JN:lw -30-
The U. S. Department of Agriculture says total farm produc-
ion this year is the largest on record. It is 29 percent larger than
n 1941 and about 45 percent larger than the prewar average. Meat out-
ut is up 16 percent over 19^1, eggs, 44 percent, milk, 4 percent and
il seeds (like cotton and soybeans), 8l percent.
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lev Borer Insect Enemy Effective
URBANA--A friendly little fly that kills corn borers has
iestroyed almost half of these pests in Illinois during the past two
rears. This natural insect enemy has become an important factor- -if
lot one of the dominant ones-^in controlling borers in Illinois.
That's the word today from G. C. Decker, entomologist in
:he Illinois Natural History Survey and Illinois College of Agricul-
:ure
.
Decker says the borer killer is called Lydella stabulans
Tisescens. It looks a lot like the ordinary house fly. But its
laggot eats nothing but corn borers.
Records show that these parasites killed 44 percent of all
verwintering borers last winter. In some counties parasitism ran as
igh as 75 percent, and in some fields up to 83 percent.
But Decker says we can't count on the Lydella flies to con-
rol borers all alone. We still need to practice clean plowing, plant'
ng adapted hybrids, delayed mid-season planting, and spraying with
DT when necessary. In fact, with the help of the parasites, these
ontrol measures should be even more effective against borers than
hey have been.
-more-
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Borer Parasites - add 1
The specialist says that in 1950 the parasites destroyed
more corn borers than DDT sprays costing over $2,000,000. Yet the
cost of establishing the borer killers in Illinois amounted to less
than $10,000.
During the summer Lydella flies lay their live young (a
tnaggot) in borer "droppings" on corn plants. The maggot enters the
stalk through the hole made by the borer, finds it and gradually eats
out its insides. The maggot finishes off the borer just before it
i/ould ordinarily become a moth next summer.
Decker says there are thousands—maybe millions- -of para-
sites cheving away on borers in cornfields right now. They're too
small to see, but they're killing borers just the same. Since you
probably already have some in your fields, there's no need to ask for
iny.
j With declining borer numbers and a very high parasite popu-
'Lation in midsummer, we have every reason to expect the parasites will
cill off just as many borers as they killed a year ago, and maybe more,
I
Delieves Decker,
He warns, though, that farmers must continue to do their
:)art. The parasite is a valuable ally, but not a hired man to do all
:he work. Borer numbers can reach their 19^9 record peak again if
'armers lie down on the job in their control efforts. But if we work
rlth the parasites and everyone continues regular control measures,
^e should be able to keep borer numbers near their present low.
Results to date throughout the corn belt have been due to
iooperative work between the federal Bureau of Entomology and Plant
)uarantine and various state agencies. From 19^3 to 19^6, entomolo-
gists released batches of the Lydella parasites each year in the same
.6 spots scattered from St. Louis to the Wisconsin line. They are now
*lrmly established and widely spread over the northern half of Illi-
lois.
jJN:lw
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Stalk Rot Causes Corn Damage in Illinois
URBANA- -Cornstalk rot rather than northern leaf blight is
bhe cause for much of the broken-down corn in many Illinois fields
this fall.
Benjamin Koehler, plant disease specialist at the Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture, says the stalk rot infection
las followed much the same pattern as the infection of leaf blight
in September, This has led some farmers to assume that the blight
/as responsible for their broken-down corn.
The real culprit, however, is stalk rot, which may have been
I
^iven a helping hand by the previous blight attack. This is the way
voehler explains It:
' The fungus infection which caused leaf blight in September
Jhanged the chemical composition of the cornstalks and made them more
jusceptible to the stalk rot fungi-
-
Gibberella and Diplodia .
In previous years other infections which resulted in leaf
lamage also paved the way for more serious stalk rot damage. Stewart's
iisease has probably been the worst offender. Severe stalk rot damage
ian occur, though, without any previous leaf infection.
-more-
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!stalk Rot - 2
Koehler points out that farmers who have done the best job
of improving their soil with limestone, phosphate and clover may find
that they have more serious rot damage than their neighbors. Farmers
who have used large amounts of nitrogen fertilizer also may suffer
above-normal damage to their fields. There may be two reasons for
this:
First, nitrogen causes more succulent growth in plants, and
the plants have thinner epidermis and cell walls which are more easily
penetrated by fungus attack.
Second, farmers with improved soil are taking larger crops
off their fields, and this may have resulted in a shortage of potash.
Stalk rot damage is more severe when corn is grown on land that is low
In potash.
Koehler says that in some cases the addition of a complete
:'ertilizer at planting time is not enough. Additional potash may be
leeded. On some University of Illinois soil experiment fields, add-
.ng 133 pounds or more of 60 percent muriate of potash besides follow-
.ng the other fertilizer practices has been a big help in reducing
italk rot infection.
Weather conditions and differences in susceptibility of hy-
)rids are other factors influencing dama.ge . The weather was favorable
'or damage this year.
The University is collecting data on stalk rot susceptibility
n all hybrids entered in the Sullivan, Galesburg and Sheldon hybrid
orn tests. The data on these tests will be printed in the hybrid
orn bulletin which will be distributed on Corn Day during Farm and
:ome Week at the University, January 30, 1952.
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Protect Motors With Time-Delay Fuses
I
URBANA--Don't risk the loss of one of your electric motors
by replacing burned-out time-delay fuses with regular fuses.
P. vr. Andrew, extension agricultural engineer at the Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, suggests that you keep an extra supply
of these delayed-action, motor-protection fuses on hand.
Andrew cites the recent experience of a Champaign county
farmer which shows how important a little extra precaution can be.
This particular farmer replaced the "fusestat" which nor-
nally protects his pump house motor with a regular-type fuse when
the old one burned out. The regular fuse was large enough to start
the motor, but it was too large to "blow" when the motor was over-
loaded.
Luckily, he checked to see why his pump wasn't working,
ind found the motor overloaded and heating to burning temperature.
?is $75 motor was nearly destroyed because he had used a cheaper fuse
Instead of the proper-sized time-delay replacement.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1951
4-H Club Leaders' Banquet at Springfield
I' URBANA--Illlnois local volunteer 4-H club leaders vill be
honored tomorrow, November 20, at their annual recognition day and
banquet at the Hotel Abraham Lincoln in Springfield.
Two agricultural and two home economics 4-H Club leaders
from each county have been invited to attend as representatives of
the more than 7,000 club leaders in the state.
Early arrivals in Springfield will start the day's activ-
ities with a tour of the Pillsbury Mills processing plant during the
morning. Prom 2:00 to 3:30 p.m. the leaders and guests will hear a
program in the auditorium of the Centennial building centered around
the theme, "Know Your State Government." Various state officials
^ill be on hand to explain how the state government operates.
Prom 3:30 to 4:30 p.m., the leaders will tour the State
Capitol building and the Illinois Historical Museum.
Highlight of the day will be the 6th annual banquet start-
ing at 6 p.m. in the hotel ballroom. Kenneth McFarland of Topeka,
feinsas, nationally known educator and after-dinner speaker, will be
the featured speaker of the evening. Mrs. Nelson Cummins, Dix, a 20-
rear home economics 4-H Club leader in Jefferson county, will respond
'or the leaders,
4-H Leaders' Recognition Day is sponsored by the Illinois
extension Service, in cooperation with the Illinois Chain Store Coun-
cil, the Illinois Agricultural Association and the Illinois Home Bu-
•eau Federation. It is timed to follow closely after National 4-H
Achievement Week so that the club leaders may share in some of the
)ublic acclaim given to their club members at that time.
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tocltracln Helps to Control Svlne Dysentery
URBANA- -Bacitracin, one of the newer drugs, may help to
ontrol costly outbreaks of swine dysentery.
Test results on the use of bacitracin were reported re-
ently by four staff members of the University of Illinois College
f Veterinary Medicine. They are Drs . L. E. Boley, G. T. Woods,
. D. Hatch and Robert Graham.
In the University of Illinois trials, bacitracin proved
ietter than sodium arsanilate and far more effective than either
iulfathalidine or sulfamethazine in treating four groups of infected
Igs.
Treatment of pigs with 100,000 units of bacitracin for six
ays resulted in the recovery of 96 percent of the pigs. Reducing the
nount of the drug to 50,000 units resulted in 80 percent recovery,
nly 44 percent of the untreated pigs recovered.
' Pigs treated with sulfathalidine and sulfamethazine were
:ily a little better off than untreated pigs. Sodium arsanilate
treatment resulted in 83 percent survival, but some of the pigs re-
fined unthrifty even after signs of dysentery had disappeared.
i:A:lw -30-
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Clean Furnace Filters for Best Heating
I
URBANA--When air filters on a forced air heating system be-
come clogged with dirt and llnt^ the system may not keep you comfort-
ably warm.
F. W. Andrew, extension agricultural engineer at the Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, suggests that you take these filters out
at least once a year and clean them with your electric vacuum cleaner.
However, if you use them without cleaning for more than a
year they may become so clogged that it will be impossible to improve
their operation for any length of time. In that case, you will need
I
new filters, Andrew says.
When you take out the filters to clean them, it is a good
idea to check the lubrication on the blower motor and put some oil on
the blower bearings. Check to see that the belt from the motor to
Dlower is neither too tight nor too loose, and be sure that the pulley
Dn the motor is tight.
Most blower units have adjustable diameter pulleys so that
rou can regulate the speed of the fan to provide the correct amount
)f air. In general, the fan should operate as slowly as possible and
jtill provide enough air movement to warm your house satisfactorily.
Phe speed of the fan will depend on the size of your rooms and how
aany rooms you have to heat.
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New Bathroom Makes Farm Home Modern
URBANA-About three-fourths of Illinois farm homes are not
"modern" in the sense that they do not have bathrooms.
Keith H. Hlnchcliff
, extension agricultural engineer at
the Illinois College of Agriculture, has some ideas to suggest if
you don't have a bathroom in your farm home and are planning to add
one.
The convenience of a bathroom is its main attraction, Hinch.
cliff says, but it will also "modernize" your house and make it more
attractive to renters and for resale if that time comes.
Bathroom location is a little different in a farm home from
its location in a town house. It should be accessible from the bed-
rooms, and should be located downstairs if there are any bedrooms on
the first floor.
Cleanup space for the men of the family as they come in from
choring is especially important for a farm home, but most homemakers
prefer that the bathroom not be used for this purpose. A washroom
near the work area or in the basement is a good idea.
^P n> ??® thing you'll want to consider when you plan the location01 your bathroom is the plumbing already in the house. However don'tgive up a convenient bathroom location just to save a few feet of pipe
In some farm homes, an old closet might be large enough andlocated right for conversion into a bathroom. More often, a sljce canDe taken out of an oversized bedroom to provide both a bathroom and a
snort hall.
For more information on bathrooms, see your county farm orhome adviser or write to the Department of Agricultural Engineering|Urbana,and ask for USDA Circular 638, "Planning the Bathroom," or the
university of Illinois leaflet on "How You Can Remodel Your Model-T
Farmhouse."
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71 Registered to Date in Winter Short Course
URBANA --Seventy-one farm young folks have registered In ad-
vance for the Winter Short Course which starts November 26 at the Il-
linois College of Agriculture, reports director M. J. Scott.
"We'll accept applications and registrations up to Saturday,
(November 24, just before classes begin on Monday, November 26," says
3cott, "We can do this as long as we do not get a rush of last minute
I
anrollments. A few registrations are coming in each day."
Scott says at least three women are now enrolled in the
j3hort Course; two of them are operating farms and the other is a grad-
aate student in entomology.
i A Filipino graduate student in agricultural education and
m American citizen who is going to farm in Israel also are enrolled.
Two small-town banks are providing scholarships for young
nen to attend. They are the Farmers' State Bank, Sherrard, Mercer
county
, and the Deland State Bank, Piatt county . Three or four others
ire prepared to follow suit if eligible students can be found.
Scott says the students will live in University housing at
the Parade Ground Units and will have an experienced counselor who
mi live with them. About one-fourth of the Short Course enrollees
ire commuting.
,:^JN:lw
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.951-32 Feed Supplies Look Ample
URBANA--The 1951-52 supply of high-protein feeds of nearly
4 million tons is the largest on record and is one-third larger than
he amount fed 5 years ago.
So reports 3. W. Terrill, University of Illinois represen-
ative on the feed survey committee of the American Peed Manufacturers
ssociation. This group recently reviewed the supply and demand for
eeds for the period from October of this year through next September.
Total supply of grains and other concentrates available for
ivestock feed for the 1951-52 feed year will be nearly I37 million
Dns. That's about 9 percent more than the amount fed in 1950-51.
Supply of grains and low-protein by-products is 10 percent
;irger this year than last; and the supply of high-protein feeds, on
n oilmeal equivalent basis, is up 3 percent.
The 1951 crops of corn, oats, barley and grain sorghums were
oout 6 million tons smaller than those of last year. But larger in-
^mtories on hand this fall brought total supplies of these grains for
-51-52 above last year.
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\Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1951
Illinois Poultry Program Puts Cash in Your Pockets
ta -J
URBANA--By following the Illinois 6-Point Poultry Program
completely, one farmer in east-central Illinois earned an extra 70
cents per hen in egg sales alone last year.
Poultryman Sam Ridlen and egg marketing specialist E. E.
Broadbent of the Illinois College of Agriculture say this farmer
made that much more than another man who followed only part of the
program and who did not market his eggs efficiently.
Ridlen and Broadbent point out that for a flock of 500 hens,
that 70-cent additional profit would boost your yearly earnings by
$350, even when you sell on a nongraded basis. If both farmers had
sold eggs on a grade basis, they could have doubled their profits by
early brooding and by keeping a pullet flock.
The poultryman with the higher earnings replaced his hens on
July 1 and kept a pullet flock. He sold 58 percent of his eggs during
bhe fall months when prices were high. In contrast, the other man kept
I mixed flock of hens and pullets and produced only 4o percent of his
5gg3 when prices were high.
Here are four important steps to keep in mind in order to get
:he most from your laying flock: Ridlen says to brood early, keep an
ll-pullet flock, have your hens laying heaviest in the fall when
Tices are high, and market your eggs on a graded basis.
The Illinois 6-Point Poultry Program includes improved stock,
roved management, proper housing, good feeding, healthy flocks and
fficlent marketing.
JN:lw
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Do a "Good Turn" for Ma.chlnery--Store It Under Cover
URBANA--The best "good turn" you can do for your farm ma-
chinery--and yourself--this winter is to store it under cover in a
machine shed, corn crib or barn.
If you don't have space to get your machinery under cover,
Vendell Bowers, farm machinery specialist in the Illinois College of
Agriculture, suggests doing some rearranging to make room for it.
It's so important to save machinery in these days of scarcities and
high prices that you can well sacrifice some space from other uses to
make enough room for it.
Here are some other tips from Bowers: Put an antirust com-
pound on all unpainted surfaces, and grease all fittings as though
you were going to use the machine. Apply old transmission grease or
heavy oil to chains or, better still, take them off and let them stand
in a pail of light oil. Remove canvases, roll them up and store them
in a dry place away from rats and mice.
Check all machinery for needed repairs this winter, and make
those repairs when equipment is idle. Then you won't be delayed next
spring and summer during the rush work season.
-.JN:lw -30-
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Be on Guard Against Anthrax
URBANA--A University of Illinois veterinarian urges live-
stockmen to be on guard against anthrax.
Dr. G. T. Woods, College of Veterinary Medicine, says 10
outbreaks of anthrax have been reported in Illinois cattle and swine
In the past three months. Similar outbreaks have occurred in several
neighboring states.
I
Anthrax is an especially dangerous disease because it can
istrike nearly all kinds of farm livestock, as well as humans. In live-
stock, it often hits fast, causing deaths quickly.
! Dr. Woods says it would take only a few carelessly handled
f
butbreaks to spread the disease through several counties.
The Illinois outbreaks were brought under control quickly
by the prompt action of local veterinarians and by state livestock
disease regulatory officials.
! If you suspect anthrax, don't bother the animals until they
have been examined by a veterinarian. You may get the disease by con-
tact with sick or dead animals. And be sure to burn all anthrax car-
casses to prevent contamination of the soil or spread of the disease
by wild animals or dogs.
Prom 1919 to 1938, 1,683 cases of anthrax occurred in humans
In the United States. Since then, control of the disease in farm live-
stock through modern methods has greatly reduced the disease as a pub-
lic health menace.
1
Dr. Woods urges livestock owners and veterinarians to be on
the alert against anthrax so long as there are areas in the United
States that regularly have outbreaks of the disease.
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uropean Farmers on Verge of Big Shift to Hybrid Corn
URBANA- -Northern European farmers are on the verge of a
remendous changeover from open-pollinated corn to hybrid seed.
That's the view expressed today by A . L. Lang, University
f Illinois soils man, after returning from a 10-week tour of nine
arshall-plan European countries. He visited France, Italy, Portugal,
witzerland, Germany, Sweden, Holland, Turkey and Austria with G. F.
Prague, Iowa State College corn breeder, to make suggestions on im-
rovlng hybrid seed corn production in those countries.
"We were amazed at the very rapid progress in hybrid corn
reeding," reported Lang. "Because of the war, European farmers did
ot have hybrid corn to any extent until about 194?. But they've
robably saved 10 years' time by drawing on our knowledge."
Lang says hybrid corn is sure to have a tremendous inpact
n the agricultural economy of European countries. Besides providing
ore feed for livestock, corn will release more food for humans. For
Kample, corn can replace the wheat and sugar beets now being fed to
ivestock. This would furnish more flour for bread and make it un-
Bcessary to import sugar.
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lang, European Corn - add 1
Lang adds that hybrid corn yields in Europe are going to be
very bit as high as ours, and often far superior. There's no question
,hat the big increase will come from hybrids especially suited to
luropean conditions which are being developed by plant breeders there.
"In the Po valley of Italy, now badly damaged by floods,
hey talk of l60-bushel corn as we talk of 80-bushel yields," reports
,ang. "We saw several fields of 200-bushel corn being harvested."
In Holland, 80-bushel yields are common in an area which,
n this continent, would lie about 500 miles north of Chicago.
A 5^acre field of corn is pretty large for most European
arms, explains Lang, but they use exceedingly good growing methods.
"The most modern thing we saw was in France, where a German-
ade combine was harvesting corn," recalls Lang. "It was built much
tronger than any American combine and went right through a field
lanted at 30,000 to 40,000 plants an acre and yielding 80 to 100
ushels an acre. We usually plant 12,000 to 16,000 plants to the
ore, so that field was really planted thickly. The combine baled
he stover and shucks too."
Another interesting sight was their long, narrow corn cribs.
hey 're only 2 feet wide, the usual 8 to 10 feet high, and 50 to 100
eet long. Most corn has to be harvested with 30 to 40 percent mois-
ure in northern Europe, and it dries slowly because of the climate.
owever, artificial driers are coming into wider use.
Lang says most countries he visited need a better extension
7stem of getting practical farming information to rural people. But
i^ch systems are developing fast in these countries.
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Hardware Can Kill a Cow
^
URBANA--A tiny piece of wire or a broken nail thrown in
the wrong place could cost you a cow.
^_ Dr. R. D. Hatch, veterinarian at the University of Illinois,
urges farmers to be sure to pick up all small bits of hardware left
lying around the barns, lots or pastures when you do repair work.
"Cattle often swallow nails, screws, pieces of wire, pins
or other bits of metal that get into their feed," says Dr. Hatch. A
sharp object may pierce the stomach and cause a painful injury. Or
it may work its way to the heart and cause death.
A cow in Champaign county worth more than $300 died recently
when a piece of wire worked its way into her heart.
Cattle that have swallowed hardware show various symptoms.
They usually go off feed, give less milk, breathe fast and stand with
arched back and tucked-up belly. If you call your veterinarian, he
can often save the cow's life by a surgical operation.
Dr. Hatch says that if cows chewed their food thoroughly
when they ate it, they might spit the foreign article out, as most
other animals do. Instead, cows swallow their food quickly, and the
metal stays in the stomach when they chew their cuds.
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Id 31103 O.K. for Storing Shelled Corn, Not Ear Corn
URBANA--If you have an old empty silo, you can store dry
lelled corn in it safely, but it's no good for storing ear corn.
Keith Hinchcliff
,
farm buildings specialist in the Illinois
allege of Agriculture, says silos just are not built right to store
IT corn. But they're all right for shelled corn if they're tight,
ive a dry floor above ground level, and have a watertight roof.
Ear corn stored in a silo needs more ventilation than you
in provide economically-- that is, unless it's much drier than usual
len harvested. Wet corn will spoil fast if it isn't ventilated.
You can air-dry a few feet of ear corn in a silo by putting
[i a slatted floor. But Hinchcliff doubts that this system would be
l?actical because of the few bushels you could dry and store at one
Ime. You'd also have the problem of getting the corn into and out
e the silo.
ITNrlw -30-
!
)3t Ag Graduates Take Jobs in Educational Field
URBANA- -Educational jobs continue to take more graduates
^om the University of Illinois College of Agriculture than any other
pneral type of work, according to a recent survey.
R. R. Hudelson, associate dean, says 31 percent of the grad-
utes replying to the survey were working as high school or college
Ijachers, county agents or assistants, or in Extension Service work in
j)50 when the survey was made.
' Twenty-five percent of the graduates were occupied in farming
C' farm management; 17 percent of them were business managers or em-
I-oyees; 9 percent were professional technicians of various kinds; 5
I^rcent were working in insurance, banking, loan or real estate posi-
lons; and the remaining 13 percent were working in various other mis-
cellaneous jobs
.
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Manure Worth $24.75 an Acre or $7.70 a Ton
URBANA- -Manure has been worth $24.75 an acre, or $7.70 a
ton, in larger crop yields for each of the past four years on 12 Uni-
versity of Illinois soils experiment fields in central and northern
Illinois, reports soils man H. J. Snider.
At those values it's certainly more than worth while to
handle manure carefully in order to save all of its fertility value.
Snider says the 12 fields were located on the better corn-
belt soils and were farmed in a corn-oats-wheat-clover rotation. About
13 tons of manure were put on once every four years ahead of corn.
An Illinois circular says many farms produce 200 tons or
more of manure each year, but often at least one-third of it is lost
through leaching and other causes. At $7.70 a ton, that's a loss of
over $500.
To avoid this loss, use plenty of bedding and tight floors.
,iThis will help save the liquid part of manure that carries about half
jthe total plant food. Haul manure from stalls daily if practicable:
lotherwise store it in a pit or leave the manure in the cattle shed
until you can haul it. A paved feedlot soon pays for itself in manure
-and fertility value saved. You can also keep livestock on good pas-
'ture, where they will spread their own manure.
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ere '3 a Story of Efficient Farming
URBANA--One man, farming efficiently, produced 90,0CC pounds
f pork, 2,^30 dozens of eggs, 3,200 bushels of corn and 1,8C0 bushels
jf oats last year on a l60-acre east-central Illinois farm.
J. B. Cunningham, farm management specialist in the Illinois
ollege of Agriculture, says the farmer raises about 400 hogs, 300
toickens, 75 acres of corn, 38 acres of oats and 38 acres of alfalfa.
|{3 is 36 years old and does all of his work himself except some ex-
lange work with neighbors and a little help from his wife with poul-
ry.
Among the man's efficient farming methods is to clip both
cops of alfalfa and let it rot on the ground. This improves soil
Llth and organic matter. He lives in an area where only 10 percent
("' the cropland is in hay and pasture, but he keeps 25 percent of his
:ind in alfalfa. He cuts little of it for hay.
In his hog program, the sows farrow in individual houses,
t.thout heat, some coming in the dead of winter. Tight houses, well
t.nked with straw, keep the sows and pigs comfortable. Water is
Kuled to the field. The feed is mostly corn and commercial supple-
n'nt, hand fed.
As for poultry, the farmer keeps 3OO laying hens in an old
l^yloft. He pipes water into the hen house, using the new electric
tpe around the pipe to prevent it from freezing. He also used com-
t'nity nests--long, dark boxes hinged in the back so that eggs can be
imoved--and deep litter--at least a foot deep. In the spring, young
cickens run in a pasture at least 40 rods from the house. That pre-
vnts them from catching diseases from the older birds.
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ivestock Will Use More Peed Next Year
URBANA- -Members of the National Feed Survey Committee expect
ome expansion in livestock feeding operations during 1951-52.
S. W. Terrill, head of the swine division at the Illinois
ollege of Agriculture, who was this state's representative on the
urvey committee, reports that an estimated 13^ million tons of grains
i.id other concentrates will be used.
This is 7 percent larger than the tonnage fed last year to
Ivestock.
ji The supply of grains and low-protein feeds available for
136 is 3 percent higher than the anticipated use, while a deficit of
oout 3 percent in high-protein feeds is indicated. Over-all concen-
•'r'ate supply available for feed therefore appears to be in fairly
(Lose balance, Terrill points out.
The increase in feed use for 1951-52 over last year is ac-
ounted for mainly by the continued strong upward trend in beef cattle
ambers, along with moderate increases in numbers of poultry and sheep,
limbers of hogs and dairy cattle will continue about at a stable level,
uile numbers of horses and mules continue to decline.
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Study Shows Average Composition of Brown Swiss Milk
I
URBANA--Brown Swiss milk averages 4 percent butterfat, 9
percent sollds-not-fat, 3.5 percent total protein, 4.9 percent lactose
[milk sugar) and 3/4 percent ash per quart. In addition a quart av-
erages 738 calories.
That is the average composition of milk from 39 purebred
Jrown Swiss herds in 16 states which were studied during a 5-year
)roject by the University of Illinois dairy science department.
In the study 494 aliquot samples of the mixed herd milk were
:ested. The samples represented an average of 933 individual cows
jach month.
The study was begun in 1946 by dairy chemist 0. R. Overman,
'ho did not live to see it completed. His untimely death in 1949 made
,t impossible to make a detailed farm-to-farm study of the differences
n composition of milk. However, other parts of the work were com-
)leted.
Besides determining average composition of milk, the study
howed that June was the month for lowest average butterfat test,
hile November and December were months of highest test. There also
ere differences among herds in make-up of milk, but the causes could
ot be determined from the facts at hand.
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good Preservatives Safe for Treating Livestock Equipment
URBANA--Chemical wood preservatives can be used safely, as
far as both livestock and humans are concerned, to treat wooden live-
stock equipment.
C. S. Walters, wood use specialist in the University of Illi
nois, said today that tests had recently been made on the effects of
using pentachlorophenol and copper naphthenate on hog houses, hog
troughs, cattle feed bunks and sheep salt boxes.
Tests showed that normal use of such treated equipment by
farm animals did not cause any harmful effects to them. The live-
stock did not absorb a harmful amount of the preservative.
The testers then figured how much of the chemicals an ani-
mal would get if it ate all the preservative in the exposed parts of
the trough or house. They weighed out that amount of the chemical
itself and fed that to the animals.
Even when drenched with the raw chemical, none of the ani-
tnals died or even showed any signs of being sick. Nevertheless, the
scientists killed the animals and chemically analyzed the internal
organs, blood and muscles to find out what had happened to the pre-
servatives.
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//ood Preservatives - add 1
,
And here's where the no
-harm- to
-humans comes in: Careful
analysis by the College of Veterinary Medicine showed no evidence that
inimals feeding from treated equipment would create a public health
la-zard. For example, sheep picked up some copper from the copper naph-
bhenate preservative, but not enough to be harmful to a human.
I Walters recommends that you follow the manufacturer's direc-
;ions carefully when using wood preservatives. The strongest concen-
:ration for any pentachlorophenol solution should be 5 percent; and
^or copper naphthenate, 2 percent. But don't use creosote for treat-
ns animal feeding equipment or farrowing houses. Creosote is all
'ight for fence posts or barn poles, but not for livestock equipment.
Do not apply the preservative from old paint buckets or
Ith brushes. You may leave lead-based paint from the buckets or
rushes on the livestock equipment. The animals may eat it later and
he lead may cause them to get sick or die. Once the equipment is
reated, let it dry for 3 or 4 weeks before using it.
I
erris Powder With Rotenone Fine to Kill Lice
f URBANA--One of the best remedies for killing all kinds of
ice on dairy cattle is derris powder containing from 1/2 to 2 per-
ent of rotenone, says C. S. Rhode, University of Illinois dairyman.
I!
Dust the cattle a second and third time at two -week Inter-
ais to destroy young lice that may have hatched since the first dust-
!
Rhode says winter is the time to watch carefully for signs
I lice on dairy animals, especially young stock. Where lice appear,
^imals may become unthrifty.
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ILLINOIS FARM CALENDAR
r^an County — Income Tax Training School- -Monday and Tuesday, De-
cember 3 and 4, Farm Bureau Building, Jacksonville. R. C.
Ross, agricultural economist with the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, with a representative of the
internal revenue bureau, will conduct two-day training
school for persons who help farmers in preparing and filing
their returns.
Lversity of Illinois — Dairy Technology Conference on Merchandis-
ing of Dairy Products Through Stores--Tuesday and Wednesday,
December 4 and 5. Problems pertaining to store merchandis-
ing, sanitation, and personnel training and management will
be covered.
Lversity of Illinois -- Illinois Purebred Sheep Breeders' Associa-
tion Consignment Sale- -Saturday, December 8. Stock Pavilion,
starting at 1:00 p.m. Breeds consigned include Suffolk,
Hampshire, Cheviot, Southdown, Rambouillet, Shropshire, Ox-
ford and Corriedale.
Auctioneer - Earl Wright, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.
For catalog and further information, address
Illinois Purebred Sheep Breeders' Association
110 Stock Pavilion, Urbana, Illinois
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?hree Winter Feed Programs for Steer Calves
URBANA--Three feeding programs used successfully to winter
iteer calves at the Illinois College of Agriculture were explained
;oday by a livestock specialist.
Harry Russell says one daily ration for each steer is 22-25
)ounds of corn silage, 1 pound of protein supplement and 2 1/3 pounds
•f legume hay. Average daily gains should be 1 1/3 pounds.
A second ration includes 4 pounds of shelled corn or grain
quivalent and 12-14 pounds of legume hay, free choice. This should
'ive average daily gains of 1 1/4 pounds.
I Or you can feed only 13-15 pounds of legume hay free choice
er steer per day and get 3/4 pound average daily gain.
il
II
Russell says your winter cattle feeding program should fit
our feeding plans for next year. If you're going to pasture the
alves next spring and summer, you'll want a ration now that will put
n plenty of growth and not much fat.
The silage-supplement-hay ration or the shelled corn—hay
ation would be most suitable if you'll be feeding grain on pasture
=xt year. If you're pasturing without grain, the ration of hay only
3uld be best. Thinner cattle will gain more on pasture next year.
JN:lw
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[llinois Farm Nevs - 2 FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1951
Seedless Japanese Watermelons Tested
URBANA-- Seedless watermelons from Japan, field-tested this
Dast summer at the Illinois College of Agriculture, probably vrill not
replace common American varieties for home use.
That's the judgment of B. L. Weaver, vegetable specialist
.n charge of testing the three Japanese varieties.
For one thing, germination of the seed was low--about 53
)ercent. And yield was light. These two factors alone would make
:he varieties unpopular with our commercial growers. The Japanese
lelons also have thin rinds and cannot be shipped easily without
tamage
.
Weaver reports that the Japanese melons harvested were even
.n size, excellent in quality and high in sugar content. They varied
'rom 7 to 8 inches in diameter and weighed 7 or 8 pounds each.
The Japanese melons may be tested again next year, but no
ither experiments with seedless watermelons are planned.
iJN:lw -30-
I
'lace Home Freezer in Room Temperature Location
URBANA--A farm electrical specialist warned today that you
ay have trouble with your home freezer this winter if it's located
here temperatures get as cold as they are outdoors.
Frank Andrew in the Illinois College of Agriculture says
any home freezers are designed to operate only at room temperatures.
I
If your freezer is located in the garage, back porch, breeze
ay or some place where cold can get to It, it may not run because
|he lubrication stiffens.
Andrew says either to check the manufacturer's recommenda-
ions for locating your freezer or to move it into a location at room
**'
.emperature if you're in doubt.
iJNilw -30-
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RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1951
^ Foreign Farmers "Graduated" From Ag College Yesterday
URBANA- -Twenty- three young farmers from five countries "grad-
ated"from the Illinois College of Agriculture yesterday after finish-
Qg a 3-week period to learn how an American land-grant college works.
I R. C. Ross, in charge of foreign visitors, says the men come
jpom Denmark, France, Italy, The Netherlands and Norway. They're all
3tween 22 and 30 years of age and come from farms ranging from 7 1/2
D 700 acres in size.
The foreign farmers have been in the United States for four
).six months under the EGA program. Most of the time they've been
Lving and working on farms, usually two farms. This experience
lould help them as leaders in increasing farm production in their own
5untries when they return. They leave for home in about a week.
At Illinois the visitors learned how teaching, research and
ctension work is carried on in an agricultural college. In addition,
ley learned something about the relationship between the college and
'irm organizations.
Ross says all 23 men were invited to farm homes for Thanks-
:-ving dinner.
^ ^ ^,
The young farmers bring the total of foreign visitors to the
i'llege of Agriculture this year to about 175 persons.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, DECEIvffiER 1, 1951
Store Unused Tractor Under Shelter This Winter
URBANA--If you want to ruin your tractor in a hurry, just
let it sit outdoors, exposed to the weather, this winter.
Wendell Bowers, farm machinery specialist in the Illinois
College of Agriculture, says no amount of tough use will wear out
your tractor as fast as leaving it out in the rain and snow.
Tractors are fairly expensive and maybe hard to get. So if
you're not going to use your tractor this winter, it will pay you well
to find storage space for it in some building. Clean the machine
thoroughly, especially the motor, and then store it in a dry, pro-
tected place.
Bowers suggests blocking up the tractor to take the weight
off the tires. Then drain the radiator, block, gas tank, fuel lines
and carburetor. Put fresh oil in the crankcase, and add a rush in-
hibitor.
Most important of all, remove the spark plugs and pour one-
fourth cup of light oil or kerosene in each cylinder. Then turn the
crank a few times to work the oil around the rings and pistons, and
replace the plugs. Cover the exhaust pipe and crankcase breather pipe
vlth old rags to keep out dirt and moisture.
LJN:lw -30-
Worth remembering (gleaned from here and there): None
preaches better than the ant, and she says nothing. --Benjamin Franklin
I do not know of anyone who ever lost his soul laughing. --
Heywood Broun.
LJN;lw
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DECEMBER RADIO PROGRAMS
WILL Farm Hour
12:00 to 1:00 p.m. daily
580 on your dial
]fcember 1 The Place of Square Dancing in the Recrational Program (Transcribed)
Illinois Delegates at the k-B. Club Congress (j. A. Murray)
3 Nitrogen Fertilizer--Its Place in Illinois Agriculture (E. H. Tyner)
Making the Most of Your Christmas Tree (R. W. Lorenz)
k Diseases That Cause Abortion in Cattle (H. S.Bryan)
Home Garden Clinic (L. A. Somers)
5 Timely Livestock Topics (H. G. Russell and G. R. Carlisle)
National Sheep Shearing Contest (G. R. Carlisle and R. A. Jarnagin)
Rain as It Affects the Farm (R. C. Hay)
6 Research in Conservation Around the United States (E. D. Walker)
Select Your k-E Calf Carefully (W. W. Yapp)
7 Buymanship in Fruits and Vegetables (W. F. Lomasney)
Illinois Farmers' Outlook Report (L. H. Simerl)
8 Illinois Sheep Breeders' Association Sale Highlights (Mason)
Windbreak Prospects for I952 (L. B. Culver)
Leadership in k-E for a New Year (E. I. Pilchard and E. Cottingham)
10 Use of Production Records by Market Producers of Hogs (L. Johnson)
Research in Conservation Around the United States (E. D. Walker)
11 Hog Lice and the Swine Pox Problem (C. C Morrill)
Home Garden Clinic (L. A. Somers)
12 Keep an All-Pullet Flock (S. F. Ridlen)
Rain as It Affects the Farm (R. C. Hay)
Safe Christmas Tree Decorations (F. W. Andrew)
13 Pruning for Christmas Greens (R. W. Lorenz)
Winter Tractor Operations (W. Bowers)
l^i- Who Owns and Operates Illinois Land? (C. L. Stewart)
Illinois Farmers' Outlook Report (L. H. Simerl)
15 Farmhouse Plans to Meet All Needs (M. R. Hodgell)
Young Farmers Go to School at Night (Students from St. Joseph)
Share and Care in k-E (E. I. Pilchard)
17 Forage Crop Seed Supplies (j. C. Hackleman)
Agronomy Mailbox (W. 0. Scott)
A Long-Range Soil Management Program for Illinois
(Roundtable - L. T. Kurtz, A. A. Klingebiel and R. W. Jugenheimer)
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cember Radio Programs - WILL Farm Hour
18 Watch for Leptospirosis in Cattle (P. B. Barto)
Home Garden Clinic (L. A. Somers)
19 Adapting a Steer Feeding Program to Price Controls (R. R. Snapp)
The Yule Log (C. S. Walters)
20 Timely Dairy Topics (C . S. Rhode)
Fitting the Farmhouse to the Farmstead (K. H. Hinchcliff)
21 World Land Tenure and Oxmership (C. L. Stewart and J. Bhattacharee)
Illinois Farmers' Outlook Report (L. H. Simerl)
22 Panel Discussion With Short Course Students (M. 0. Scott)
How May the New Egg Law Affect Consumers? (E. E. Broadbent)
New Assistants on the Job in k-E (0. F. Gaebe)
2k Veterinary Question Box (L. R. Bain)
The Bloat Problem in Illinois (Roundtable - J, C. Hackleman,
H. G. Russell and G. S. Woods)
25 Merry Christmas
26 What Price Ceilings Mean to Sheep Production (W. L. Fitzgerald)
Let's Save Every Lamb (W. H. Hale and U. S. Garrigus)
27 What's Ahead for Dairymen in 1952 (J. G. Cash)
Fall Spittle Bug Survey and What It Means (H. B. Petty)
28 Farm and Home Week Preview (E. H. Regnier)
Illinois Farmers' Outlook Report (L. H. Simerl)
29 Working Together on Soil Conservation in I952 (B. B. Clark and
E. D. Walker)
What We've Done in k-E in 1951 (F. H. Mynard)
31 1951 Soil Survey Progress Report (J. E. Gieseking)
Challenge of the New Year (M. B. Russell)
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ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE MONDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1951
Two New Mum Varieties Introduced
)
^
URBANA--TWO new varieties of greenhouse chrysanthemums have
Deen released this fall to commercial florists by the University of
[llinois College of Agriculture. They were produced by students as
part of a regular floriculture course.
m^ John Culbert, who teaches the class, says the new varieties
ire mini Burma, a yellow-bronze flower, developed by Fred Winter-
"owd, St. Louis, Missouri; and Illini Rye, a straw color, produced by
Jeorge Harms, Peoria, Illinois. Both men made the crosses to produce
:he new varieties as students. Each now has his own florist shop.
Mum breeding work has been carried on by Illinois students
'or about 40 years. During that period 75 new varieties have been
(
'.ntroduced. Culbert picks the parentage lines, and students make
:he crosses to produce new varieties.
Seven students, including one girl, are now enrolled in the
Jourse. They will make about 110 crosses this fall. After some 6
rears of thorough testing, only the few best varieties will be turned
)ver to florists. Culbert says Illini Burma was chosen from about
-,500 seedlings. About 10 varieties are now being tested, and prob-
l^bly five of them will be released next fall.
Culbert emphasizes the fact that these are greenhouse chry-
santhemums for commercial florists; they are not for home gardeners
1^0 grow outdoors.
^JN:lw
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/
/
University Holsteln Sire Receives High Avrard
/
URBANA--Illini Diocanel Flood, purebred Holstein sire in
the University of Illinois dairy herd, has qualified for the Silver
Medal Production Sire award, one of the highest honors of that breed.
I
E. E. Ormiston, University dairyman, says the sire earned
the award on the basis of 22 daughter-dam comparisons. The daughters
averaged 460 pounds of butterfat from just under 13,000 pounds of
milk on a mature basis with twice-daily milking for 305 days. The
ibutterfat test was 3*55 percent,
I This record exceeds that of their dams by 38 pounds of but-
terfat, just under 1,000 pounds of milk and 3/100 of one percent of
?butterfat.
1 The Holstein-Priesian association, in making the award, says
lithe sire's daughters had to produce at least 456 pounds of butterfat
il
'I
Ifor the sire to qualify for the award.
,LJN:lw -30-
:;ow Too Short? Stand Her on a Plank
URBANA--If you have a cow that's too short for the milking
i,nachine, just stand her on a wooden plank to make her tall enough.
Ii That suggestion comes from William Hopkins, dairy herd im-
provement association tester in McDonough county .
Hopkins says dalryma,n Perry Sharon of Macomb has a cow whose
^dder hangs pretty low. That makes the milking machine bucket drag on
the floor, and this in turn makes the teat cup hoses kink so that the
flilker won't work.
Sharon solved this problem by standing the cow on a 2x8-inch
^lank. Now she's tall enough to make everything work fine.
hJN:1w
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, DECEIVIBER 4, 1951
3-Point Program Recommended for Farming in Defense Economy
URBANA--A University of Illinois agricultural economist
arges farmers to maintain the highest level of economic production
13 the first part of a 5-point program of farming in a defense
economy.
Speaking recently at the Virginia Institute of Rural Affairs,
J. J. Norton named these other four points: (1) Keep your resources
In line with the best prospective opportunities, (2) he efficient,
;i3) farm in such a way as to maintain your soil on a long-term basis
md (4) limit risks to your capacity to bear without serious loss.
Norton says this is not the time "to sit on our hands,"
)ut rather the time to do a good job of farming at the highest level
.
)f production which economic conditions warrant. He suspects it
leans, for most of us, trying to do just a little better job than
'>e've done in the past. By following these five points, we'll best
)e serving ourselves and our country.
On point one --maintaining high production--Norton says we
jian count on an active market for farm products in the foreseeable
'uture. However, costs are much higher now than they were in 1942-45,
I
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, DECEMBER h, 1951
5-Point Farming Program - add 1
so in expanding we must watch costs closely. We simply cannot count
on a rising price level to cover up mistakes in management.
As for point two--keeping resources in line with oppor-
tunities--Norton says every college of agriculture should have teams
of specialists who are hunting out new opportunities for producing
new farm products or organizing farms more efficiently. When they
find such opportunities and show them to be sound, in both production
and marketing, the enterprise should be promoted. Both production
"know-how" and market facilities should be developed adequately and
rapidly
.
Point three- -being efflcient--probably means giving close
attention to ways of doing jobs so that labor will not be wasted.
Efficiency may also mean substituting capital for labor, without
running costs up too high. Normally it does not mean being stingy
with fertilizers, insecticides and the other things needed for high
crop yields.
Fourth, it fits our national interest to farm in a soil-
saving way and thereby maintain continuous high-level production.
Illinois studies have shown that a complete conservation farm plan
pays off in larger yields, more total production and higher income.
And, finally, we should not risk more than we can afford
to lose without serious harm. Each person is his own best judge of
his capacity to carry risks. For example, the owner of a productive
farm can carry more risks than a beginning tenant operator. Norton
says to take calculated risks and not to borrow too many cheap
•dollars that cannot be repaid rather quickly.
There will always be some risks involved in farming "full
steam ahead." These risks must be taken. But they should be kept
within limits of our capacity to absorb them without seriously
hurting our farm resources.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1951
Illinois Farm Record Book Recommended
URBANA-~If you're looking for an eaay-to-keep farm record
book that is entirely acceptable to the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
get the Illinois Farm Record Book from your farm adviser.
G. B. Whitman, farm management specialist in the Illinois
College of Agriculture, says 35 > 000 Illinois farmers used that
particular book this year.
With increasing income taxes and the new social security
tax for farm workers, it's more necessary than ever to keep accurate
farm records. Whitman points out that it's only dreaming to think
rou can satisfy the tax collector every year with incomplete and in-
iccurate reports. In this situation the Illinois Farm Record Book
Ls the ideal answer. You'll probably avoid some tax headaches with it.
Besides helping with income taxes, the Illinois Farm Record
Jook will help you study your own farm business and see where you're
oaking or losing money. By plugging the profit leaks in your business,
'"ou'll become a more efficient farmer, with more earnings and better
-iving
.
ij
Whitman says the Illinois Farm Record Book costs only 50
'ients from farm advisers or the College of Agriculture. It's probably
jibe best investment you can make for next year.
-30-
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Illinois Farm Nevfs - 2 FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1951
Keep Tractor in Good Working Condition This Winter
URBANA--If you are going to use your tractor this winter,
here is how to keep it in top-notch working condition during the
hard winter months.
Wendell Bowers, farm machinery specialist in the University
of Illinois, says two "musts" are a winter-grade lubricant and anti-
freeze.
Use the winter-grade lubricant in the crankcase and air
cleaner. If you're not sure of the exact weight to use, check in
your instruction manual.
Also, put an antifreeze with a high boiling point in the
radiator, and check the operation of the thermostat. Bowers says
the radiator temperature should stay between l65 and I85 in gasoline
tractors, and between I80 and 200 in diesel tractors.
Better check the front wheel bearings more often than you do
in the summer, because your tractor will probably be operating in
more mud and moisture.
If you use your tractor much for belt work. Bowers recomr
mends that you keep the oil level in the belt pulley housing at the
right height and make sure the tractor sits as level as possible.
Bowers says it is also necessary to keep the ignition
system clean and in good repair.
For more information, write the College of Agriculture,
Urbana, for free bulletin 658 on winter tractor operation.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1951
f
:ilinol3 Youth One of Eight National Winners
URBANA- -Merle Miller, 19, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Miller,
!linton, DeWJtt county , has been named one of eight sectional winners
.n the whole country in the National 4-H Meat Animal contest.
E. I. Pilchard, state leader of 4-H boys' work, says
liller's award was an all-expense trip to the recent National 4-H
ilub Congress.
Miller, a 1950 graduate of Clinton high school, is now a
'reshman at the University of Illinois. During his 10 years of 4-H
lub work, he has completed 39 projects, including purebred beef, beef
tears, market barrows, ma,rket lambs, purebred swine, legumes, corn,
I
mall grains, soybeans, party-a-month, victory service, tractor main-
enance and poultry.
Miller received the highest possible 4-H honor last June,
hen he was named one of four Illinois delegates to National 4-H Club
amp in Washington, D. C. He also attended Club Congress in 1948.
Miller also has won the state Future Farmer public speaking
ontest and placed second in the regional contest. In addition, he
as won the state Rural Youth talkfest contest. He holds the American
armer degree in the PPA and has served as vice president and director
f the Illinois FPA organization.
-30-
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Here Are 2 Ways to Make Money From Farm Forests
URBANA--A University of Illinois forester today suggested
tvo ways of getting the most income from a farm forest.
R. W. Lorenz recommends keeping the timberland and improv-
ing it, and then getting several reliable bids on the timber whenever
you sell any of it.
Lorenz says that in 19^0 the owner of Ross Woods, near
Danville, Vermilion county , could have sold all of the timber on the
80-acre tract in one lump sum for $2,600. He decided not to sell.
Since 19^0, improvement cuttings and harvest of mature
trees have yielded a total income of more than $7,000. And young,
growing trees will provide an income for many years yet.
; It will also pay to get several bids on the timber you
sell. There was a spread of $3,115 between high and low bids at the
recent Ross Woods timber sale. High bid for 216,000 board feet of
timber was $5,242, second high bid was $5,150 and low bid was $2,127.
i'lmber may be worth more than we expect to someone who wants it
Dadly enough.
Lorenz points out that this income has come from land which
i.3 much too rough for cultivation. Serious erosion would occur if
^his land were not covered with timber.
! Ross woods is one of 28 forest test plots supervised by the
University forestry department. Studies on growth by various species
)f trees under different soil conditions has been going on there since
l94o. Ross Woods is one of the best forests in Illinois, having large
^rees more than 100 feet high.
1
_
For help in managing your farm woodlot, contact your farm
idviser for the name of your nearest district farm forester.
-30"
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FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1951
rround Your Electric Tank Heater to Avoid Electrocuting Animals
|i
:
URBANA--A University of Illinois farm electrical specialist
;oday urged farmers to be sure their electric stock tank heaters are
)roperly grounded. The reason? To avoid electrocuting some animals.
Frank Andrew says you can ground the heater by connecting a
Ire from the frame or shell of the heater to the neutral or grounded
;ide of the electric circuit. You may have to trace the circuit
lack to the switch box to be sure you have a neutral connection. See
our local electrician or power supplier if you're not sure which is
he ground wire.
Too often makeshift heating equipment is installed to keep
utdoor watering tanks from freezing. Electric heaters can be satis-
actory, but they must be properly installed because water is a good
onductor of electricity. A few minutes spent in properly grounding
our electric heater can save you several hundred dollars--the price
'f an electrocuted animal.
Heaters that have exposed elements and that are submerged
•irectly in the water are very dangerous and should not be used.
-30-
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Fovl Cholera Strikes During Fall and Winter
URBANA- -Guard your poultry flocks against fowl cholera
this fall and winter.
Dr. J. 0. Alberts, veterinarian at the University of 1111-
lois, reports that one turkey grower lost 70 percent of his flock
from fowl cholera. The disease also strikes chickens, ducks, geese
md pheasants.
Keep wild animals and stray dogs and cats out of your
?anges or poultry houses by providing good fencing and housing. They
nay spread disease as well as lower resistance to disease by exciting
)r Injuring the birds. The same thing applies to visitors.
Another step in fowl cholera prevention it so provide
5lean, surroundings, sanitary feeders and waterers, well-balanced
'ations and properly ventilated houses or good range shelters.
Prompt diagnosis and treatment will help to prevent serious
.03363 from fowl cholera. At the first sign of disease, take a few
Ick birds to your veterinarian or a diagnostic laboratory.
Sulfa drugs will help to control cholera, but they can't
e depended upon to do the whole job. If they are given early enough,
osses usually stop within two or three days. But even then the
isease sometimes reappears.
After an outbreak has been checked, and as soon as the
urviving birds have been marketed, clean all the equipment thoroughly.
|nd sell the survivors of an outbreak at least a month before young
tock is brought on the farm.
-30-
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Llndstrom Gets 3 -Year Leave to Teach In New Japanese University
URBANA--D. E. Llndstrom, for 22 years head of rural sociol-
ogy work in the Illinois College of Agriculture, has been granted a
3-year leave of absence to fulfill his appointment in the newly or-
ganized International Christian University in Japan.
The appointment, which begins in January 1953* ^as announced
by President Hachiro Yuasa of the Japanese university. Llndstrom will
serve as professor of rural sociology, member of the graduate faculty,
and either director or co-chairman with a Japanese staff member of a
proposed rural community study project.
Llndstrom' s tentative plans call for a visit to Japan for a
month or two early in 1952 before the university opens officially in
April. He also plans a trip to Europe next summer to look for pros-
pective faculty members, lay the groundwork for the rural community
study project and attract financial support for the institution.
Classes will begin at the Japanese university in April 1953.
Within five years an estimated 600 undergraduate and 300 graduate
students will be enrolled with a staff of 85 teachers. The school is
located at Mitaka, about 15 miles west of Tokyo.
Someone will replace Llndstrom at Illinois during his leave.
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^Illinois Farm Wews - 2 FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1951
Rural Youth Do Much Good in Community Service Work
URBANA- -Helping to publish a new plat book and promoting
farmstead beautification are only two of the many worthy projects
being carried on by Illinois rural youth in their competition for
$2,200 in community service awards, reports Clare ta Walker, rural
youth specialist in the Illinois College of Agriculture.
The community service program is sponsored by the Gulf,
Mobile, and Ohio railroad in the 30 counties which it serves. It is
meant for rural youth from high school age until they marry.
Cash awards for community service work are made available
as scholarships in the Illinois College of Agriculture, so in effect
the rural youthers earn this scholarship award by their work.
In Morgan county , rural youthers sold advertising for a new
plat book, checked it for errors before final printing and then helped
distribute copies. They're also working with the Red Cross Bloodmo-
bile and are planning a tree -planting project.
In Marshall -Putnam county , rural youthers made an eye-
catching display at the county fair from 12 large photographs of at-
tractive, convenient farmsteads. The purpose was to stimulate
interest toward development of more attractive farmsteads.
LaSalle county rural youthers held a series of square dances
for high school students this year to raise money for a permanent 4-H
home. And Christian county young folks voted to make a ping-pong
table and a coloring table for the county orphanage. Other counties
are carrying on a wide variety of community service projects,
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Protect Calves From Chilling
URBANA---YOU don't have to install a furnace to keep your
dairy calves warm this winter, but you should protect them against
cold drafts.
Dr. G. T, Woods, veterinarian at the University of Illinois^
says cold drafts may result in chilling, which lowers the calf's re-
sistance to pneumonia and scours.
I Calves aren't bothered much by cold weather--that ' s why
open calf pens with a southern exposure are popular with many dairy-
men. But calves can't stand cold, wet floors or sudden changes in
temperature, such as those which occur when the doors are opened for
cleaning out the barn.
I
An easy way to protect calves from drafts in the dairy barn
is to board up the calf pens at least four feet high with composition
board, lumber or metal sheeting.
If the weather gets unusually cold, put a gunny sack on
roung or newborn calves. Calves that are getting chilled will shiver
:)r have a tucked-up appearance.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE MONDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1951
Apply Potash Any Time This Winter if No Danger of Runoff
URBANA--you can apply muriate of potash any time this winter
so long as there is no danger that it vill wash away in runoff water.
Soils specialist C. M. Llnsely of the Illinois College of
/Igriculture explains that muriate of potash will dissolve in rain-
t^ater. If rain soaks into the soil, potash is carried down with it.
But if water runs off down a slope, it may carry most of the potash
ifith it, even though it carries away little or no soil.
k If your land needing potash is level or nearly so, you can
apply potash in any of these four situations:
aL^ 1. On stubble clover or alfalfa where the small grain
stubble and legume stand will prevent water runoff.
1^ 2. On legume pasture or hay fields.
1^ 3- On legume sod to be plowed for corn. However, if the
joil tests low or very low in available potash, it may be better to
ipply the potash after plowing, at least for the first two or three
:imes that potash is applied to the field. Where the soil tests
ilight or medium and requires smaller amounts of potash, potash can be
)lowed under.
4. On cornstalks or soybean stubble.
Corn and legumes suffer most from a lack of potash. There-
fore, Linsley recommends that, if practical, half of the potash be ap-
plied before each of these crops. That's where soil tests call for
iiOO pounds or so. If you need only 200 pounds or less, you may need
''0 put all of it on at once, because you may not be able to get a
preader to handle such small amounts as 75 or 100 pounds an acre.
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FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1951
University Holstein Herd Averages 400 Pounds Butterfat
URBAWA--A record of 400 pounds of butterfat per cow from
10,822 pounds of milk has Just been completed by the 42 -cow herd of
registered Holsteins owned by the University of Illinois. According
to the Holsteln-Friesianassociation, milking was done twice a day.
' This 400-pound record is almost twice the butterfat produc-
tion of the average cow in Illinois.
' If all the milk from the University herd were made into
butterfat, it would produce 16,800 pounds --enough at 1951 consumption
rates to feed 1,680 persons all the butter they'd eat for one year.
-30-
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tony Farm Fires Could Be Prevented by Inspection Program
URBANA--Only 10 percent of the rural fire protection dis-
:ricts carry out a building inspection program to prevent fires.
Yet nearly 75 percent of the causes of farm fires are
llrectly connected with construction of the building--hazard3 which
•an be located and removed with very little effort or expense.
That's one major finding from a University of Illinois study
'f 64 districts in 48 counties.
N. G. P. Krausz, who made the study, feels that districts
ill need help in "prevention by inspection" from fire Insurance com-
'anies, city fire departments, farm organizations-, county governments,
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Illinois Farm Nev7s - 2 FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1951
}ood Hay Even More Valuable Feed This Winter
URBANA- -Good -quality hay is an even more valuable feed for
iairy cows this winter than it was last winter. The reason is that it
las stayed about the same in price, while shelled corn, oats and con-
jentrates have gone up as much as 20 percent in some cases.
That's the report today from J. G. Cash, dairyman in the
Illinois College of Agriculture.
Here are Champaign county feed prices for last year and De-
ember 6 this year: Shelled corn was $1.'^5 a bushel last year; it
low costs about $1.80. Oats have gone up from 80 cents a bushel last
ear to about $1.00 now; wheat bran, from $73 to $82 a ton; linseed
leal, from $87 to $9^ a ton; and soybean meal from $75 to $90 a ton.
In contrast, alfalfa hay costs $30 a ton now, about the
ame as a year ago, and red clover has stayed the same, at about $26
;f ton.
At these prices, alfalfa hay would furnish 100 pounds of
otal digestible nutrients for only $3.00, and red clover for only
2.50. Shelled corn and oats would provide 100 pounds of TDN for
bout $4.30. But to furnish the same nutrients from concentrates, it
'Duld cost from $5.90 to $6.70. That's more than twice the cost of
arnishing 100 pounds of TDN through good-quality alfalfa or red clover
Last year, with lower feed prices, the cost of furnishing
^0 pounds of TDN from various feeds was from 12 to 25 percent lower.
In this situation Cash recommends feeding all the good hay
jat cows will eat. Extra allowances of high-quality hay will often
'ep up milk production and save grain. The hay will furnish all the
5eded calcium and is the best source of carotene and vitamin D during
^e winter months- -besides being the cheapest source of protein and
l^tal digestible nutrients.
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•ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12,1951
3tudy Your Business With Illinois Farm Record Book
URBANA~-One big advantage of using the Illinois Farm Record
3ook next year is that it enables you to study your farm business
jarefully by yourself to learn where you're making or maybe losing
ttoney
.
Here's how the self- study feature works, explains G. B.
fhitman, farm management man in the Illinois College of Agriculture:
At the end of each year, you receive from your farm adviser
I set of standards for seven major income items and two main cost
.terns. These standards are set up by College of Agriculture men for
'arious sizes of beef, dairy, hog, grain and mixed farms, and for
oils of high, average and low fertility. You pick the standards that
pply to your farm.
\
In that way you have a measuring stick against which you
pan measure your own performance. You learn whether you're above or
elow the average for other farms like yours in crop yields, live-
tock returns, labor costs and power and machinery costs.
You also receive from the farm adviser a worksheet of about
5 questions which point out profitable farm methods. By answering
hem "Yes," "No" or "In Part," you'll be telling yourself how good--
r maybe not so good--a job of farming you're doing. A list of about
helpful booklets on better farming methods is included.
Farm advisers have the Illinois Farm Record Book for 50
ents.
11
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|llllnol3 Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1951
Apply Potash Often and In Small Amounts
URBANA-- Potash should be applied often and in small amounts,
says C. M. Linsley, soils specialist in the University of Illinois.
For example, a soil testing low in potash needs 325 pounds
)f muriate of potash during a 4-year rotation. But Linsley says
/•Qu'll get much better results if you split this amount and apply it
In two doses rather than all at once.
There are two reasons for dividing heavy applications:
.''irst, if you put on all 325 pounds at once--say for the legume crop--
Lt would use much more potash than it needed. This is called luxury
;onsumption--somewhat like overeating. Then the following crops would
lot get their share of potash. Luxury consumption applies only to
)otash--not to nitrogen, phosphorus and other plant foods.
The second reason for dividing heavy applications is that
)otash temporarily loses some of its availability after it is mixed
;ith the soil. So part of the potash intended for later crops in the
'otatlon may not supply enough available potash for those crops.
The same principle of dividing heavy applications holds in
. pasture improvement program. Where soil tests call for only 175
•ounds of muriate of potash during a 4-year rotation, this lighter
mount should probably be applied all at once. It is often imprac-
ical to spread less than about 150 pounds an acre at one time, and
;Uxury consumption and loss of availability are not too important with
i
,
i mailer amounts.
!
Linsley adds that you can apply potash any time this winter
jO long as there is no danger that it will wash away in runoff water.
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ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
J FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1951
Horns on Cattle Are Expensive, Dangerous
URBANA--Cattle once needed horns for self-protection, but
now horns are both expensive and dangerous.
Dr. L, R. Bain, University of Illinois College of Veteri-
nary Medicine, says you'll gain in four ways W dehorning your cattle.
There will be less "hogging" in the feed bunks or the dairy shed,
fewer expensive injuries and less chance of injury to the herdsman.
You'll also get better prices for dehorned finished cattle
when they're shipped to market. Some shipments are docked severely
because of the deep bruises caused by horns.
A good time to dehorn is in late fall or early spring when
screw worms or maggots are not a problem. But unless you're an ex-
pert, you'd better let your local veterinarian do the dehorning.
He can "pull" the horn arteries to prevent severe bleeding which
might otherwise cause loss of weight or even death.
Dr. Bain cautions that dairy cows to be dehorned demand
special attention. Your veterinarian should deaden the nerves from
the horn to prevent pain. Otherwise the cow is likely to go off
feed and possibly even out of production.
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Illinois Farm News -2 FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1951
For Easy Starting, Keep Tractor Under Cover
URBANA--The best thing you can do to make it easier to start
your tractor on cold winter mornings is to store it Inside and thus
protect it from cold and dampness.
That suggestion comes from Wendell Bowers, farm machinery
specialist in the Illinois College of Agriculture. He says the next
best thing is to cover it with a canvas. And by all means, when the
tractor is idle, keep the exhaust pipe covered to keep out moisture.
Frozen fuel lines, so common in winter, can best be thawed
out by using an old hot water bottle or warm rags.
To prevent trouble from water in the fuel, drain all the
water out of the bottom of your storage tank. Then keep the tank
covered to keep out rain and melted snow. Keep it filled with gas to
prevent condensation in the tank.
If your tractor starts but misfires. Bowers suggests check-
ing the electrical system for broken wires, dirt around the spark
plugs, or dampness inside the distributor cap. On damp mornings, wipe
the plugs and distributor dry with a dry rag before you try to start
the tractor. Bad points in the magneto or sticky valves will also
cause hard starting, so have them checked regularly by a mechanic.
Another thing--you'll want to set the idling adjustment
'on the carburetor so that the engine will idle just a little faster
dthan it did last summer. But this may lead to overchoking on cold
Imornings and flooding the carburetor. If this happens, it's best to
let the tractor sit for 10 or 15 minutes and then try again without
ichoking. Always keep your foot on the clutch when you start your trac-
»jtor, because it's safer and puts less resistance on the starter.
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ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER l4, 1951
Dixon Springs Beef Herd Produces Good 88 Percent Calf Crop
URBANA--A strong 88 percent calf crop of 232 calves from 262
cows was produced "by the beef herd this year at the Dixon Springs Ex-
periment Station cf the University of Illinois, reports livestock spe-
cialist H. G, Russell.
The grand total of animals handled at the recent annual fall
roundup was 724 head, 39 of them being culled and marketed.
The purebred herd Includes 55 cows, 28 heifers, 24 bull
calves and 22 heifer calves. Five cows and two heifers were culled
and three bull calves were castrated because they were undesirable.
They were placed in the grade steer calf herd.
In the grade herd are 207 cows, 108 heifers and l86 calves.
Tventy-three cows were culled, plus one heifer and four calves. The
23 cows were culled for these reasons: 12 were not pregnant, four had
dropped poor calves, four had September calves too young to wean, one
was a poor milker, one had been injured at calving time and one was
stifled."
The remaining 94 head include 22 purebred bulls of all ages--
one being culled because of age and dlsposltlon--and 72 yearling steers
on various management experiments.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, DECEMBER l4, 1951
You Can Be Forced to Build a Hog-Tight Line Fence
URBANA--Your neighbor can force you to build a hog- tight
line fence as boundary between your two farms, even though you do not
intend to pasture hogs on that field.
So reports H. W. Hannah, University of Illinois agricultural
lawyer and member of the Illinois bar.
Hannah explains that one adjoining owner can make the other
build a fence that meets the standards defined in the law. And the
law says a division fence is one that will turn horses, cattle, sheep,
goats and hogs.
-30-
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Illinois 4-H'ers Place Well at International
URBANA- -Illinois farm youth did all right at the recent In-
ternational Livestock show, reports E. I. Pilchard, state leader of
4-H boys club work.
I Rolland Anderson of Bureau county showed the junior champion
barrow in the junior swine show, and in the junior feeding contest 96
out of 229 calves that placed were shown by Illinois contestants.
i
DeKalb county's 4-H livestock judging team finished eighth
out of 28 teams entered, while in the 4-H sheep shearing contest
Ronald Aaron of West Frankfort placed second in the elimination con-
test and sixth in the finals. Stanley Elam of Golconda , second in the
state contest, finished ninth in the national competition.
In the 4-H poultry judgtog, Fulton county's team represented
Illinois and placed ninth out of 12 teams entered.
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TRSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1951
Dairy Feed and Production Outlook, Little Change Likely In 1952
URBANA--There'3 little change likely in the dairy picture
for 1952, according to a University of Illinois animal scientist.
S. W. Terrill says dairy cow numbers will probably change
very little in 1952 from this year. This seems likely because, even
though more dairy heifers will be raised for herd replacements, favor-
able beef prices will mean a high culling rate.
Terrill represented Illinois on the National Peed Survey com-
'mlttee, which included men from 23 agricultural colleges.
Terrill reports the group estimates that average number of
cows milked next year will be 22,800,000, that milk yield per cow will
be about the same, and that total milk production should reach about
120 billion pounds.
Even though feed supplies are large, dairy cattle feeding
ratios probably won't change much next year. Less favorable milk-
feed ratios may result in lower feeding rates in some areas. However,
since this year's hay is generally lower in quality than last year,
some dairymen may need to feed more concentrates to get good produc-
tion.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1951
Value of Farm Products, Family Labor Given
URBANA--A University of Illinois report shovs that on the
better Illinois farms last year the family used farm products worth
$390 and the unpaid family labor was worth $2,100.
The $390 value of meat, milk, eggs, garden produce and
other products was the lowest since 19^^, being about one-fifth less
than the peak years of 19^7 and 19^8, when farm products worth some
$490 were used.
However, unpaid family labor has been going up in value.
For 19^^ it was reported as worth $1,650; in 19^5, $1,700; and in
19^6, $1,700. For the past four years it has stayed close to $2,100.
LJNrbb -30-
369 Teachers Go to School to Teach Conservation Better
URBANA--A total of 569 teachers went to school last summer
to learn how to teach soil conservation courses better.
E. D. Walker, soil conservationist in the Illinois College
of Agriculture, says 525 of them were grade school teachers, 28 were
high school teachers and I6 were county superintendents of schools.
The teachers were students in 24 summer courses given in 22
counties. Most courses were one week long and were given in the
counties by various Illinois colleges and universities. The mornings
vere devoted to lectures and discussions, and field trips were con-
ducted during the afternoon. The purpose was to aid teachers in em-
phasizing to their pupils the need for saving our soil more effectively.
Walker says that 4,501 teachers have attended one of the
courses since the program began in 1946.
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^ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE MONDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1951
Swine Herd Hits Disease Jack Pot
URBANA--A central Illinois svrlne raiser wanted to know why-
he lost 10 of his 80 pigs. He found out.
The diagnostic laboratory of the University of Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine found that his pigs had "swine pox,
necrotic enteritis, roundworms, stomach worms, whipworms and lice."
Dr. G. T. Woods, extension veterinarian of the veterinary
college, says everything wrong with that swine herd could have been
prevented by a good herd management program. He explains:
"Because lice spread swine pox, the swine pox probably could
have been prevented by ridding the pigs of the lice. It costs only
a few cents to spray each pig and its quarters with benzene hexa-
, chloride, lindane or chlordane. And this treatment gets rid of mange
t
mites as well as lice."
A good program of swine sanitation would have helped to
prevent the necrotic enteritis, roundworms, stomach worms and whip-
worms. Good sanitation also helps to prevent many other diseases and
parasites that endanger swine health.
To raise healthy pigs, start with disease-free breeding
stock, and practice the McLean county system of swine sanitation. If
you're not acquainted with the McLean system, your farm adviser or
veterinarian will be glad to explain it to you.
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Illinois Farm News - 2 FOR RELEASE MONDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1951
Fever Tenants, but No Change In Percentage of Farmland Rented
URBANA--Fewer tenant families than ever before are living on
Illinois farms, but the acreage of rented land farmed by tenants and
part owners is still almost the same.
That's a bird's-eye view of tenancy in Illinois reported to-
day by land economist C. L. Stewart and Fred Justus, graduate student,
In the Illinois College of Agriculture.
The two men say the 1950 census shows a new record low of
'about 67,500 tenant families in Illinois. That is just over one-
third of all 195,000 farm families in the state.
In 19^5 there were nearly 8o,000 tenant families, and that
was the lowest number up to that year. The drop of about 12,500 fam-
ilies since 19^5 has brought the number to a new 70-year low since
II
the first agricultural census was taken in I88O.
Stewart and Justus say that in areas where farms are rela-
jtively small the number of tenants has dropped sharply. But where
farms are large and growing, the number of tenants has remained
steady. It also appears that tenant farms have grown increasingly
larger than average-sized farms, and that renting by part owners has
increased.
Aside from number of tenants, acreage of rented land has re-
mained at 58 percent of all farmland for 19^0, 19^5 and 1950. Actual-
ly the figure varied only 3/10 of 1 percent from the 58 percent level,
30 that there were ^40,000 fewer rented acres in 1950 than 1945.
Average size of farm increased from l45 acres in 1940 to
159 acres in 1950.
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Plant Second Crop of Corn This Year During Snowstorm--in Greenhouse
URBANA--In a howling snowstorm and with temperatures down
around 20 degrees. University of Illinois plant breeders last Friday
planted a second crop of corn this year--in a greenhouse.
I
R. ¥. Jugenheimer, in charge of corn improvement work in
the College of Agriculture, explains that by growing two crops a year
]--one in the field and another in the greenhouse- -corn breeders can
jmake twice as much progress as by raising only one crop during the
summer.
Corn improvement is one of about 55 research tests in the
agronomy department. Throughout the College of Agriculture, about
325 studies are under way with a total research budget of about
f2 million.
The greenhouse is heated by steam radiators around the out'
5ide walls. They provided enough warmth last winter during zero
weather so it was unnecessary to use the electric cables running
through the soil to furnish extra heat. A sidewalk around all sides
'f the plot of soil provides good insulation from outside cold too.
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Corn in Greenhouse - add 1
Aside from warmth, there are plenty of electric lights to
provide enough "daylight" to resemble an ordinary-length day during
the summer. Without normal periods of daylight, corn would probably
have spindly stalks, might be late in maturing and have other troubles.
About 500 kernels were planted in the 36 x 40 foot plot of
soil in the greenhouse. The corn will be harvested about next May 1.
The main effort this winter is to improve male sterile
lines of corn which can be used to eliminate the costly job of de-
tasseling hybrid seed corn. This work is headed by L, P. Bauman.
Another project, under D, E. Alexander, is the production of
new inbreds, using corn plants with only 10 chromosomes instead of the
usual 20. The big problem here is to find some practical way to
double the number of chromosomes successfully on a large scale. Per-
haps this can be done with colchicine, a poisonous chemical.
The other two projects are led by Jugenheimer. One is to in-
crease the protein and oil content of corn and the other is to make
up brand new hybrids from new inbreds not now in commercial use. The
inbreds are the few survivors of several thousand on test for some
years
.
A row of broomcorn will also be grown as part of a project
to increase its disease resistance.
LJNibb -30-
Idea for Handy, Low-Cost Rack for Can Lids
URBANA--Here's how Charles Erwin, Moultrie county dairyman,
3uilt a simple, cheap rack for can lids:
According to Blaine Erhardt, dairy herd improvement associ-
ition tester, Erwin nailed two 30-inch 2 x 4's upright to the side of
the milkhouse. They were six inches apart. With his brace and 1/4
Inch bit, he bored holes four inches apart up and down the 2 x 4's.
Then he cut an old pump rod into 12-inch pieces, and stuck
^ne end of the pieces into the holes, leaving about 10 inches of the
^ods sticking out. This left the right amount of room for the outer
3dges of the can lid to rest on the rods.
I
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Worms Rob Farmer of 60 Lambs
UHBANA-A Clark^ountj farmer found that the worms in his
feeder lambs are as expensive as a daughter in college.
Dr. N. D. Levlne, parasitologist of the University of
Illinois college of Veterinary Medicine, says the farmer lost 60 of
600 feeder lambs because of nodular and stomach worms. Many of the
other lambs are unthrifty. Dr. Levlne states:
"Lambs on the western ranges can be infested with a few
vor.3 Without being harmed much. But as soon as they are concen-
trated in a small feedlot, the ground becomes contaminated quickly
and the lambs become heavily infested with worms."
Treating your lambs with phenothlazlne will control both
the nodular worms and the stomach worms. It's best to treat each
1« separately to make sure It gets the right amount. This can be
done by using a capsule or a drench.
"Ith the feed^°^nrh» *° ^^''^ t^^ ^^''« ^" '^^ ^^^^' '^^^ " thoroughly
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Most Important Decision Is to Pick Good Crop Rotation
URBANA--The most Important farm management decision that
many farmers will ever make Is to pick a good rotation of crops on all
tillable land.
That's the view of M. L. Mosher, retired University of Illi-
nois farm management specialist with 45 years' experience. Here are
his five Ideas regarding profitable corn-belt rotations:
1. Grow as much of the highest profit crops as a sound soil
conservation program will permit. On grain farms a profitable rota-
tion would Include as much corn, soybeans and wheat as sound soil
conservation practices would permit. On livestock farms high-profit
crops are corn and alfalfa.
2. Rotate crops In the different fields so that corn will
always follow Immediately after a good soll-bulldlng legume, such as
alfalfa or sweet clover. Corn needs a lot of nitrogen, which can be
supplied cheaply by alfalfa and sweet clover.
3» On all land subject to erosion, or running together.
Include a fibrous-rooted grass In the legume-grass mixture for two or
nore successive years In each rotation. Bromegrass Is fine.
4. The crops in a good rotation must rotate from one field
to another. Therefore divide the cropland into as many fields as
ihere are crop years in the rotation.
5. Make crop and hay and pasture acreages adjustable to un-
isual weather. Insect and disease conditions; to prospective feed-
.ivestock ratios; and to national emergencies.
Mosher suggests no specific rotations. Each farm is such an
ndivldual problem that each farmer can best make his own choice with
'hese five points in mind and with help from a specialist.
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II
Plant Second Crop of Corn This Year--ln Florida
URBANA- -University of Illinois plant breeders this week
planted the second crop of corn this year--this one in Plorida--in
their "double- time" program to develop male sterile inbreds and there-
by eliminate the multimillion-dollar job of detasseling seed corn.
Corn breeder L. P. Bauman says some 5^000 plants will be
grown on about one acre on an island in Lake Okeechobee, nearly 1,100
miles south of Chicago. The planting includes four lines of "KyS"
male sterile corn, some from Texas, and a male sterile line of WF9
developed by Bauman. There will be a one-third-acre seed increase
plot of the WP9 line for possible commercial use.
The goal of this work is to add the characteristic of male
sterility to standard inbreds. This would eliminate the need for de-
tasseling all rows of female parent corn in hybrid seed corn fields.
If and when this is done successfully, it should save Illinois seed
growers alone about $2 million a year in cost of detasseling. In the
i^hole country, those costs are estimated at about $10 million yearly.
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Florida Corn - add 1
Bauman emphasizes that It appears entirely possible from
present knowledge to convert standard Inbreds to male sterility. Sci-
entists are testing this theory in actual field trials.
Two crops of corn a year are possible by growing some during
the winter in Florida. So twice as much progress can be made in one
year toward adding male sterility to inbreds. Normally this job would
take 6-8 years, but with this speed-up the time should be considerably
decreased.
Bauman explains that adding male sterility probably will
not boost yield or improve the resulting hybrid in other ways. And
i:he cost of hybrid seed to the farmer will probably drop only a little.
'Elimination of detasseling should reduce seed cost only an estimated
75 cents or so per bushel. Since a bushel plants about 8 acres, thatte
a saving of only about 10 cents an acre in seed cost.
The Illinois Seed Producers association is supporting the
work in Florida and testing some of its own single crosses.
;LJN:bb -30-
Beef Cattle Numbers in Breeding Herds to Increase in 1932
•
-} URBANA--Beef cattle numbers will continue to increase during
' 1952, with the greatest expansion expected in the south and southeast.
That's the report from S. W. Terrill, University of Illinois
representative on the 23 -member feed survey committee of the American
Peed Manufacturers association.
Terrill says that farmers are keeping more animals for their
breeding herds, so fewer feeder cattle will be available. High feeder
prices and plenty of feed will result in a stronger demand for younger
feeder cattle, which will be fed longer, as well as in a greater
demand for lower grades of cattle.
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' Good Apples Are Worth $4 a Bushel
URBANA- -Someone is losing money on high-grade apples if you
buy them for less than $4 a bushel, reports Dwight Powell, horticul-
turist in the Illinois College of Agriculture.
Powell says few consumers realize the large amount of work
and heavy cost involved in getting apples ready for sale.
Most growers feel that an orchard must be 12 years old be-
fore it is producing enough to show a profit. During this time the
grower must fertilize, grow cover crops, prune every year and spray
for insect and disease control--all at his own expense.
Powell figures that in a 12-year-old orchard of 60 acres,
vlth 50 trees per acre, every bushel of apples the grower sells costs
him $2.38. This figure includes such yearly growing costs as labor,
fertilizer, machinery upkeep and depreciation, taxes, buildings, in-
surance and interest. It also includes such harvesting and marketing
costs as picking and hauling, grading and sorting and packaging.
However, it does not include brokerage, auction or trucking
»nd storage costs.
So, says Powell, by the time the grower gets his money back,
with enough more to live on (plus the usual retail markup), there are
several good reasons why good apples retail at $4 a bushel or more.
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KBep That Christmas Tree Fire Resistant
URBANA—The best way to make your Christmas tree
fire re-
sistant is to keep it green and fresh as long
as you can. R. W.
Lorenz, forester In the Illinois College of
Agriculture, says to keep
its base covered with fresh water.
Although you may have heard and read a lot about
spraying
your tree with wax or chemical solutions, Lorenz
says the water
treatment is much better for home use. A tree that
will take up
water will not get brittle and dry and therefore
won't burn so easily.
Besides that, it will stay green and keep its needles
and sharp,
tangy odor.
Here's how Lorenz says you can help your tree
take up water:
Cut the mam trunk on a slant about an Inch above
the original cut so
that fresh wood is showing. Keep the base of the
trunk in fresh
water. If you don't put up the tree right after
you buy it, store it
in a cool place with the butt end in a pall of water.
One thing to remember, however. Is that some
trees are cut
more than th?ee months before delivery. In that case
a tree may be so
Trl^dTu? before you buy it that it won't take up any
-ter.^^So try^
to buy a fresh-cut tree. A tree znaz na^ ^^
moist green needles and a pungent odor.
MCDibb '30-
12-17-51
Borrowed from here and there: Your friend is the
fellow who
knocks before he enters and not after he leaves.
Happiness is a perfume. You cannot pour it on others
with-
out getting a few drops on yourself.
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FOR RELEASE SATURDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1951
[lllnol3 ' Winters Are Bad--but not Like Norway's
URBANA--The Illinois winter with its snow and cold may be
jevere enough, but it doesn't compare with the cold northern winters
)f Norway.
Dr. P. C. W. Ender of Oslo, who has been visiting the Uni-
•ersity of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine, says that because
if the frigid weather Norwegian farmers must barn feed their live-
tock eight to nine months of the year.
Visiting the United States under the sponsorship of the ECA,
•r. Ender is leader of the Biochemical Institute of the Norwegian
eterinary College. He is primarily interested in the diagnosis and
reatment of nutritional diseases of farm livestock.
Because of the long winters, an important problem is to
rovide feed that gives satisfactory nutrition. Nutritional diseases
ave caused much loss in animal production in Norway, especially
long the Atlantic coast, where heavy rainfall has left the soil
lidly leached.
In cases where causes of disease have been found and the
Jficiencies remedied, increases of 50 percent in production have
sen common.
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Here's How to Farm Efficiently In 1932
URBANA--With farm costs rising faster than farm income, ef-
ficient production is still the greatest opportunity for each farmer
to earn a profit in 1952
.
G. B. Whitman, farm management specialist in the Illinois
College of Agriculture, says one way to improve production efficiency
is to use fully those methods that may increase costs but that will
boost production and income even more than costs. Some examples:
Use fertili2ers--they ' re cheap at present prices. Feed bal-
anced rations. Use seed treatments, insecticides, sprays and dusts to
control Insects and diseases. Do custom work to get a cash income
from labor and machinery that are not otherwise busy. And use capital
If it will probably bring larger earnings.
You can also increase production efficiency by adopting
practices that increase production without increasing total costs.
Some of these are to do all work on time, follow careful cropping and
jtiarvesting methods, feed livestock regularly and accurately, operate
iind adjust machines and equipment carefully and be thorough and
eliminate carelessness in all farm work.
You can also keep a sharp eye open for price advantages in
)uying and selling, and keep your total labor supply busy all the tine.
A third way to improve production efficiency is to follow
lethods that will reduce costs without cutting production. Hire only
he labor you need, simplify all jobs you can, exchange labor, make
'etter use of power, machinery, and equipment and keep machines in
ood repair and proper adjustment.
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FOR RELEASE MONDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1951
Diagnostic Laboratory Identifies Livestock Diseases
URBANA--More than 5^000 animals ranging from mice to
horses were examined by the diagnostic laboratory of the University
of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine from June 1950 to June 1951.
In making this report today, Dr. P. D. Beamer, who heads the
laboratory, says the examinations were performed on chickens, swine,
turkeys, cattle, sheep and 26 other kinds of wild and domestic
animals.
The diagnostic laboratory has two aims: to identify the
diseases occurring in Illinois' domestic animals and wildlife and to
use all the disease specimens for teaching veterinary students.
In addition to the examination of the tissues of animals,
the laboratory examined nearly 80,000 specimens , the majority of
j'^hich were blood samples of turkeys, swine and cattle to be tested
Tor disease.
Dr. Beamer says the specimens and animals for examination
ire sent in from owners and veterinarians all over the state.
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All Pullet Flock Makes More Money
URBANA--You'll earn more poultry Income from an all-pullet
flock than from a mixed flock, because pullets give you more eggs at
lover feed cost.
This timely report came today from poultry specialist Sam
Ridlen in the Illinois College of Agriculture. He says now is the
time to plan for your 1952 flock and place your order for chicks.
One advantage of an all-pullet flock is that pullets will
generally lay 20 to 30 percent more eggs during their first year than
during their second.
And with proper management pullets lay heavily in fall
and winter, when egg prices are highest. During this time most old
hens take a rest and grow a new coat of feathers.
Death loss also is lower in pullet flocks than in hen
flocks
.
If pullets are used as a breeding flock, their eggs usually
have higher hatchability than hen's eggs, and chicks from pullet eggs
have greater llvability.
LJN:bb -30-
Big Increases Shown in Use of Machinery Since 19^1
URBANA--A huge increase in power machinery is one reason why
American farmers have been able to maintain heavy production of farm
products despite a shrinking labor supply.
The U» S. Department of Agriculture says there are almost
two and one-half times more tractors on farms this year than in 1941.
Truck numbers have more than doubled, and there are three and one-half
times more milking machines and the same increase for combines. And
number of corn pickers has more than quadrupled since 1941.
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It's Normal for Heavy Hogs to Sell at Larger Discounts Later In Season
*
URBANA--Heavy hogs (over 240 pounds) are now selling at
much larger discounts than they were during late November, because
larger supplies of them are coming to market. This is normal.
Br W. J. Wills, livestock marketing specialist in the Illinois
College of Agriculture, says that on both November 16 and December 12
the average price of hogs at Chicago was $18.25 per hundredweight. In
'November 240- to 270-pound hogs were selling for only 5 to 10 cents
less than lighter weights. But in December the discount was 35 to 75
cents
.
Wills says this seasonal Increase in discounts is normal.
In the fall before most spring pigs are sold, there are fewer heavy
hogs in relation to light hogs. But as more spring pigs come to mar-
ket, the proportion of heavy to light hogs increases and the price
spread in favor of light hogs widens.
LJN:bb -30-
URBANA--The farm population has been falling each year since
1933 J except for 19^6 and 19^7. And it's expected to keep on droppirg
The 1950 census showed that the farm population had fallen
to an all-time low of 25,335,000 persons. And the census bureau and
U. S. Department of Agriculture estimate that, if the present rate of
decline continues, we'll have only 19,658,000 persons on farms in
1975.
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Legume, Grass Seed Supplies Appear Ample
URBANA- -There Is plenty of legume and grass seed on hand
for 1952 seedlngs, except for a relatively short supply of lespedeza,
according to J. C. Hackleman, University of Illinois agronomist.
Supply of Ranger and Buffalo alfalfa seed has almost
doubled over 1950; Kenland clover has shown a phenomenal Increase-
-
from 200,000 pounds last year to 2,500,000 pounds this year; Ladlno
clover supply Is one-fourth larger than It was a year ago; and red
clover, alslke, sweet clover, timothy, bromegrass and tall fescue are
all plentiful.
Hackleman says the lespedeza seed crop throughout the coun-
try was below the 1950 crop and below normal. That's the only short-
age In sight.
Total alfalfa supply of about 123 million pounds Is 8 per-
jcent larger than a year ago. Supplies of Ranger jumped from 4,300,CCD
pounds In 1950 to about 9 million pounds this year, and Buffalo from
1,750,000 pounds to at least 3,500,000 pounds. However, a rather
tight supply situation has developed for Buffalo.
Red clover apparently Is in adequate supply. The crop is
10 percent lower than last year but 33 percent above the 10-year av-
erage
.
With 2,500,000 pounds of Kenland clover seed on hand, Hackle-
inan says this is probably the first time there has been enough to meet
a fairly large share of the demand.
' The supply of at least 13,000,000 pounds of Ladlno clover
exceeds last year's demand. Sweet clover supplies are considerably
above the 10-year average, while alslke is slightly below.
Of the grasses, brome supplies total 20,000,000 pounds, or
almost twice the 5-year average. The 16,000,000 pounds of tall fes-
-ue seed is almost double the 19^9 crop. And the timothy supply of
ibout 72 million pounds is up 12 percent over last year.
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I
Complete, Economical Ration for Bred Sows
URBANA--If you forced your bred sows to clean up corn fields
;thls fall without giving them any other feed, they may farrow poor
litters next spring.
I
Dick Carlisle, livestock specialist in the Illinois College
'of Agriculture, says this practice is one reason some hog raisers
lave poor luck with their sows during spring farrowing. Careful
tests have shown that it's important to feed bred sows a complete
nation, even for the first few weeks after breeding.
To make sure your sows are fed well, here is a complete
:'ation that can be self-fed. It has given good results on Illinois
'arms and is one of the most economical rations you can find.
It includes 30 pounds of ground shelled corn, 30 pounds of
ground oats, 30 pounds of high-quality alfalfa meal or ground hay, ^
)ounds of soybean meal, 4 pounds of tankage or meat scraps and 2
)0und3 of mineral mixture containing iodized salt.
I
If the sows get too fat, Carlisle says to cut back on the
orn and add more oats or alfalfa meal. If they're not gaining fast
nough, cut back on the oats and add more corn. So far tests have
hown no advantage to adding antibiotics to the ration of bred sows.
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Kroger Scholarships Awarded to Six Illinois Students
URBANA--Six Illinois students have received the Kroger
scholarships worth $200 each to the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture for the 1951-52 school year.
C. D. Smith, assistant dean, says the winners in home ec-
onomics are Helen Louise Carter, Springfield ; Marjorie Matilda
Headley, Macomb ; and Dorothy Joan Butler, Pittsfield . The agricul-
ture winners are Frederick Lee Mann, San Jose ; Virgil Lee Ford, Mt.
Vernon ; and William Paul Harrison, Lewis town .
These scholarships are awarded on the basis of high school
scholastic records and leadership qualities demonstrated in school,
church and youth organizations.
HCDtbb -30-
Four Topics Listed for Custom Sprayers' School
URBANA-- Insect control, preharvest sprays, brush control
and airplane seeding of crops are the four main topics to be discussed
at the 4th annual Custom Sprayers' Training School, says program
chairman H. B. Petty. The school wil be held January 24-25 in the
Illini Union at the University of Illinois, Urbana.
Petty, who is insect specialist in the Illinois College of
Agriculture and Illinois Natural History Survey, says the school is
I
open to dealers, salesmen, manufacturer's representatives, and others,
I
as well as to sprayers. There is a $1.00 registration fee.
I
Sponsers are the Colleges of Agriculture and Veterinary Medi-
i^ine, the Institute of Aviation and the Survey.
|MCD:bb
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Disease Causes Most Abortions In Cattle
URBANA--Don' t be too quick to put the blame for an abortion
in your dairy herd on an injury— it may be caused by disease.
Dr. H. S. Bryan of the University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine, says brucellosis, vibriosis, trichomoniasis and
leptospirosis are frequent causes of abortion.
"Too often abortion is blamed on cows' being butted into a
fence post or slipping on the ice," Dr. Bryan says. "Actually abor-
tion seldom is caused by outside injury."
Brucellosis is the most frequent and costly of the four
diseases. It occurs in about 25 percent of Illinois' dairy herds,
causing decreased milk production, abortion and sterility. Lepto-
spirosis, the most deadly of the diseases, may also kill the cow.
Vibriosis and trichomoniasis frequently cause sterility and
abortion. Trichomoniasis, caused by a tiny parasite, is usually
cured by a 90-day breeding rest and proper medical care.
Call your veterinarian as soon as abortions occur. Or take
tl^e calf and attached membranes to a diagnostic laboratory, where
Jests will be made to find which disease is causing the trouble.
Then treatment and a disease control program can be started with the
aid of your veterinarian.
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k'E Camp Fund Reaches $457,880- -Almost Half Way
URBANA--A total of $^57,880 had been contributed to the
Illinois 4-H camping development program up to October 31, report
Miss Anna Searl and E. I. Pilchard, state 4-H leaders.
This is almost half of the million-dollar 10-year goal to
be achieved by 1957' For the first four years, contributions are
therefore somewhat ahead of schedule. These funds are being used
to improve the five 4-H camps located throughout the state.
Half of the total fund, or $500,000, is to come from the
4-H boys and girls themselves during the 10 years, one-fourth from
.{local friends of 4-H in each county, and the rest from state-wide
industry.
More than $350,000 of the funds contributed so far has
come from 4-H members and local groups. Just over $100,000 has come
from state-wide industry.
Counties contributing more than $7,000 each to date include
Champaign, Henry, Iroquois, Livingston, McDonough, McLean, Macon,
Ogle, Piatt, Stephenson, Tazewell, Whiteside and Will. Thirteen
others have each turned in from $5,000 to $7,000.
LJN:bb -30-
Good Pastures Increase Butterfat Average 50 Pounds
URBANA--A Cook county dairyman gives good pasture the cred-
it for increasing the butterfat average of his 70-cow herd by 50
pounds per cow--from 382 pounds in 19^9 to 432 pounds in 1950.
C. 3. Rhode, University of Illinois dairyman, says this man
had three fields in alfalfa and one in Sudan grass. He kept his cows
In each pasture seven to 10 days before moving them to the next, and
then clipped each pasture. His herd averaged from 37 to 43 pounds of
butterfat per cow from July through October,
Rhode says other dairymen can get similar benefits from im-
proved pastures. Right now is the time to start planning that work.
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Contented Pigs Make Faster Gains
URBANA—Have you ever heard of contented pigs? They're the
kind that go ahead putting on good winter gains without having
trouble with lice, mange mites, and swine pox.
Dr. C. C. Morrill, in the University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine, says lice and mange mites multiply rapidly during
winter when pigs crowd together to keep warm. Lice can spread swine
pox; so if pox is present, the more lice there are, the more trouble
the pigs will have with swine pox.
Dr. Morrill says you can get rid of lice and mites by
spraying or dusting the pigs and their bedding with lindane, BHC, or
chlordane. And getting rid of lice will generally control swine pox.
If the weather permits, spraying is preferable because it
is more thorough than dusting. However, to avoid chilling, pigs
should not be sprayed in severe weather.
When you do spray the pigs, he sure to treat every animal in
the herd, and to treat the undersides of the pigs as well as their
backs. Lice are more numerous on the sheltered parts of the body such
as the belly, flanks, and the insides of the thighs.
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Three Acres of Pasture Worth $1,750 Gross
URBANA—It's seldom that three acres of pasture are worth
close to $1,800 gross return from milk. But that's just the record of
Ray Clancy, Coles County dairyman.
According to University of Illinois report, Clancy's nine
cows gave 46,000 pounds of milk valued at $1,982, during 54 months on
lush legume-grass pasture during 1950. They were fed $24o worth of
grain. This leaves $1,742 to pay for labor, housing, and so on- -and
I to be credited to the three acres of pasture.
The cows were turned onto the pasture on May 1 and were
taken off June 10 so the field could be cut for hay. Twenty bales per
acre were harvested. The cows were put back onto the pasture on June
25 and stayed there until November 1.
To produce this pasture, Clancy applied 1,000 pounds of rock
phosphate and three tons of limestone per acre in the fall of 1948 and
covered the whole field with manure. In the spring of 1949 he seeded
a mixture of Ladino clover, birdsfoot trefoil, orchard grass, rye
grass, and alta fescue with oats as the nurse crop. He also practiced
i controlled grazing the first year so the seeding would have enough
top-growth to carry the plants through the winter.
College of Agriculture officials mention that the Illinois
Legume-Grass Winter Show will visit 32 counties this winter, starting
January 15 in Cumberland county. It includes 10 big, colored exhibits
showing how to grow and feed more legume-grass crops more profitably.
Clancy's results are a good example of how a sound legume-grass
program can pay off.
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Three Reasons Explain Better Earnings In Beef Gov Herds
URBANA--Lower feed costs, better prices for animals sold,
and smaller death losses were three reasons for higher earnings in
some beef cow herds than others during 1950, according to a University
of Illinois farm management specialist.
P. J, Relss says that on 74 farms, the returns per $100
worth of feed fed averaged $207, while on another 78 farms they av-
eraged only $126. That's a sizable difference of $8l.
Total returns above feed cost for the high-earning group
were $2,429 from 14,650 pounds of beef, while the low-earning group
averaged only $643 above feed from 11,900 pounds of beef.
Relss says the feed cost per 100 pounds of beef for the
high-earning group was $l4,80, compared with $19.77 for the low-
earning group. That's a saving of just under $5.
Most of this difference is due to the smaller amount of
total grain and protein concentrate fed--215 pounds per 100 pounds of
beef produced by the high-earning herds, but 3II pounds for the low-
earning herds. That's about 50 percent more. And grain and concen-
trate are the expensive parts of the ration.
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Beef Gov Herds - add 1
The high-earning group also received higher prices for all
cattle sold than the low-earning group— $1.09 more per hundredweight.
The respective figures were $26.31 and $25.22. On l4,650 pounds of
beef produced, that's about an extra $150 for high-earning herds.
Death loss in high-earning herds averaged only 673 pounds,
as against 750 pounds in low-earning herds. That 77-pound difference
robably means an extra one or two calves lost from low-earning herds,
hich naturally cuts into your returns.
Relss also mentions two other profit-making methods for beef-
cow herds. One is to have a large enough herd so you can keep a high-
quality bull. The other is to produce a good calf crop- -at least 90
percent, and the higher, the better.
' LJN:bb -30-
Plan Construction Work Well Ahead and Avoid Costly Mistakes
URBANA--A farm buildings specialist in the Illinois College
of Agriculture urges farmers to plan their construction work for 1952
well in advance and thereby avoid costly mistakes.
Deane G. Carter says to make arrangements early for supplies
and help for next year while you can still get them. It's also wise
to schedule the time for remodeling and building as closely as you
can. The reason for both steps is a probable tight situation with
labor and such building materials as metal and some others.
For long-term planning, make a list of all Improvements your
farm needs, and then decide which ones are most important. For short-
term planning, pick from this list the jobs you can afford to do this
coming spring and make all arrangements to get them done.
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